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Colby Increases
Its Commitment
To Diversity
tries.He travelled witha group
of seventeen colleges that held
In order to increase diver- college fairs and participated
sity President Cotter and the in variousadmission staff tasks
admissions office are currently designed to attract Latin Ameriworking on programs to reach can students to the United
potential Colby students. This States.
Althou gh this is the fir st time
January, President Cotter will
be travelling to South Afri ca to that Colby has been involved
set up a junior year exchange in foreign travel to recruit stuprogram. The exchange pro- dents,as far as Mr. Beverageis
Sophomore tailback Eric Auleriback(42) and junior Brian Cooley each rushed for 64 yards in last Saturgram in Africa will begin in aware, the admissions staff
day 's 20-18 victory at Middlebury.The Mules travel to Bowdoin this Saturday for the CBB Champion- Zambia, Zimbabwe, and travels widelyon a regularbasis
ship,
photo by Robyn Closer Botswana.
in order to make Colby acces"The more diverse the com- sible for questioning. Hehopes
munity, the more exciting ex- to return next year to establish
perience it is for everybody for strongjties with these schools.
International diversity,howstudents, for faculty everyone
benefits because at the heart of ever, is not the only kind that
the liberal learning is stretch- Colby focuses on. When creating out and learning new ing a freshman class several
by Lon Wright
establish the Colby CollegeStu- people's sexual preferences, things, having new experi- other factors are considered
dent Association.
and references to women and ences," Cotter said. "One of such as socio-economic backthe experiences that we can ground, ethnic background /
"Stepping on the feet of
Enger went on to say that "as homosexuality.
women and homosexuals/'the a liberal arts institution, the
Lundberg believes that the provide on a college campus is minorities,geographic location,
right-wing publication The freedom of speech is one of our purpose of the paper is "two- the ability to get to know stu- religious beliefs, as well as talColby Crossfire is subject to the greatestassets,but thishas gone fold," for it is "not only a right- dents who are very diff erent ents such as theatrical, musical,
cessation of funding from Stu- overboard." Similarly,Dean of wing paper,"but it is intended from yourself."
and athletic. One goal of Colby
Parker Beverage has just is to have a college population
A unlessit prints aretraction to Students Janice Seitzingcr said to "rile people up...stimulate a
be distributed in student mail- that "this [the freedom of bit of reaction...make a little returned from a recruiting trip that reflects the national averboxes,according to Stu-A presi- speech] is a component to be trouble." He went on to say to South America,duringwhich ages, and is as diverse as poscontinued on page 12 he visited seven different coun- sible.
dent Marc Enger. Gregory considered here, but there are
Lundberg, Editor-in-Chief of some limits. There are some
the paper said that he "accepts community standards which
the criticism and refuses to this publication has violated."
publish an apology/ claiming Terming the publication
that "the paper will continue "crass"and "insensitive,"Seitzwith private funding. "
ingcr said that the publication
Statements such as "Spandex isinapprop riate and "not some- by Lon Wright
"The trees are weakened to the on Wednesday, Nov. 2 caused
is a godsend. Lesbians with thing we want to have/' A
point
where the wind blows many to miss classes,
power are not/' are liable to the
Distributed in thedining halls Busy beavers makin g their
withdrawal of fundingbecause lastFriday, thepaperhasstirred house for the winter caused a them down and they hit a line," Saturday 'smishap simply shut
they violate the preamble of complaints among faculty, second campus-wide power stated Bennett.
down parties before Safety and
When asked what CMP is Security evergot there. Accordthe Student Association administration , and students. ou tage earl y last Sa t urday
Constitution . wh ich says: The Senior J ennifer Joseph ad- morn ing. Accordin g to the plannin g to do abou t this reoc- ing to Chief of Safety and Secustudents of Colby College, in dressed the Stu-A Board last Morning Sentinel, power went cur
ing problem Bennett sug- rityMark Van Valkenbur gh,all
order to promot e the better- Sunday. As stated in the min- out at 12:59 am and Central gested eliminating treesthat are of thepartieswereendin gwhen
ment of Colby College, to in- utes of the meeting, Joseph Maine Power restored it within too close to transmission lines, he arr ived on campus at about
sure st uden t inlfuence in the object ed t o the bla t an t sexism a few hours. According to J oe but he add ed tha t t hey are 1:15am. The biggest job for
College community, and to and anti-affirmati ve action Benne tt, an On Line Depart- unab le to do this on private Safety and Security, however ,
protect and insure the rights of stat ements, as well as "t he ment worker at Central Maine property. He also said that the is making sure that the fire
all studen ts, regardless of race, overall tone of the magaz ine/' Power, the beavers knaw on beavers are here to stay, for alarm panels in all of the buildrel igion, ethnic or national ori- She pointed out the compari- t he trees, using the small twigs "the natives (of Fairfield ) do ings have successfu lly congin, sex, hand icapped stat us, son of Michael Dukakis to and br anches for food and t he not want us to shoot the bea- verted themselves to battery
or sexual preference , do hereby "A.L.F.," the judgements about larger piecesfor bu ildingdams. vers." Wh ile the power outa ge opera tion.
by Karyn Kocincki

Crossf ire Under Fire

Beaver Strikes Again

INSIDE
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• Does Stress Gri p Vou?
Find out more abou t these
Discover the in' s and ou t's
chem ical and organ ic mind
of t h is common Colb y
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phenomenon on page 5.
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• Homeless Cry for Help
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in. jeopardy. Story on page
their
ti ght ening budge t woes on
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page 19.
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The Real Issues Of The 88 Election
by Lisa Twomey
"What is on the agenda for the
twenty fir st century?" and
"How will we heal the planet?"
asked Rush Kidder of the Christian ScienceMonitor at his lecture last Thursday in Given
Auditorium. He began the lecture entitled "What are the Real
Issues" by pointing out why
these issues must be identified
and how they should be addressed."The turn of a century
is a time of significant change
and reflection." Change itself
is moving faster than our scientific disciplines can keep up,"
he said. Quoting a scientist
from the earlier part of this
century who said, "Anyone
who anticipates a source of

power from the restructuring
of atomsis talkingmoonshine,"
Kidder illustrates the fact that
we cannot foresee what will
happen,and therefore must act
on the information that we do
have.
K idd er has int erview ed
twenty-twoworld experts f rqrn
eight diff erent countries on
what th ey feel are the most
important issues that will have
t o be faced durin g th e next
presidency,and as we reach th e
turn of the century. Before listing the top fiv e issues, Kidder
read the leader 's following
quotes: "When problems are
not in a crisis state no one pays
attention." "The whole of society is geared to domination
rather than compassion."
"There is a need to shake

humanity awake." "NO part of
the world is going to be safe
from turmoil." Nuclear War is
the top issue on the list compiledfrom the interviews,while
the other issues do not have an
order. The other five issues are
1) the population crisis (1.1billion more people by the year
2000) 2) environmental
degradation(the Ozone Layer,
the Greenhou se Effect,destruction of the rain forests) 3) the
North/South gap 4) education
reform. 5) The breakdown in
p ubli c
and
p rivat e
morality("trust is as important
as the Ozone Layer")."
"Agenda? Have you heard an
agenda?" he jokingly asked the
audience in reference to the

election procedings. Kidder
contrasted the list formed by

the experts with the list of what
he feels are the issues being
presented by the candidates.
They are 1) drugs 2) tihe economy 3) the environment 4)
weapons 5) abortion. A common theme thatKidder pointed
out in these isues is that of
personalcomfortwhichhesaid,
"Will my property value decrease if people start selling
Crack down the street? Will I
be able to get a high paying job
if the economy is not stable?
Will parks and beachesbedirty
as a result of destruction of the
environment? Is my ability to
enjoy the good life being interfered with?" He feels that we
need to "look beyond ourselves" and see the larger picture and the more serious
implications.Our issuesare not

unimportant, they simply pale
next to these larger issues"
Kidder ended the lecture on a
positive note, stating his belief
in "the capacity of a thinking
species to think itself into a
hi gher understanding."' He
called for a curriculum change
in colleges that would allow
stud ents fr om diff erent areas
of specialization to share topics
of conversation apart from the
events of the upcoming weekend. "These problems will not
be solved by specialists-there is
not a recognition of that in the
curriculum." In reaction to the
lecture as a whole Colby students said, "It was a good, refreshing and perspective on
global issues." "Ireally liked it.
He provided hope in a morbid
area."

Ecstasy And 'Shrooms Discussed
by Michael Rooney
- With intentions of neither
proselytizing nor romanticizing on the use of drugs,Professor Edward Yeterian, Chair of
the Psychology Department,
spoke to about sixty-five students in the Foss-Woodman
Lounge Monday night. Yeterianhasindependentlygiven
drug discussions for a number
of years for the purpose of informing the student not only
on the history of the drug, but
also on the effects that a person
can expect as a result of these
drugs.
The discussion dealt specifically with the drugs ecstasyand
so called "magic mushrooms ,"
or "shrooms ," which are types
of wild mushrooms containing
silicin or silicibin. Both drugs ,
along withsuchnotablesas LSD

and heroine, are "scheduleone" drugs which are among
the most strictly regulated
drugs.
He pointed out that mushrooms have been acknowledged for centuries and have
had religious significance to
some South American Indian
tribes.
According
to
Yeterian/'shroomsare in."The
psychological effects vary from
mental relaxation, physical
pleasure, and occasionally the
detection of pleasant but unfamiliar smellsat low dosages, to
hallucinations and changes in
the perception of time at higher
dosages. Yeterian also noted
that the potency of mushrooms
varies greatl y among differing
species,and that there are many
look alike species with sometimes deadl y effects.
Ecstasy was first synthesized

which attacks the pleasure under the influence of drugs.
appetite suppressant. On an system of the brain and can He also pointed out that the
empty stomach, the effects of lead to a reduced ability to feel "this dru g ['shrooms and ecthis drug can be perceived pleasure.
stasy,] is alright" attitude exthirty minutes after ingestion. Professor Yeterian said that ists in Sigmund Freud'sdefense
The period of time in which the people under psychological of cocaine, Alduous Huxley's
first effects are noticed is called stress should stay away from high opinion of mescaline,and
the"weird period,"and is char- drugs because of the tendency Timothy Leary's proclamation
acterized by increased heart of such people to "unravel" of LSD's power.
rate, muscle tension, and dilated pupils.Ninety minutesof
euphoria typically follow the
"weird period," during which
the person can expect an increase in opennessand feelings
of love towards one's self, as
This weekend a student production of Seneca's Media will be
well as increased empathy and
heightened sensuality. Ironi- presented. The third and final lecture sponsored by the Muskie
cally, ecstasy is well docu- Archives will feature a discussion panel including Ami Lewis,
mented as hindering erection Jesse Jackson's senior campaign advisor. The panel will be disand inhibiting orgasm in both cussing what happened during the Presidential campaign and
the results. Finally, Bates' last football game of the season will be
CHv.M _.E- *
One major drawback of ec- this weekend against Tufts.
stasy is its neurotoxic effect on
the transmitterNorepinep hrine
Middlebury: Monday night , November 7, the faculty moved
that the vote on the abolishment of fraternities be held in March , j
Although the vote was expected to be held Monday night, the
Intra-Fraternity Council has been working closely with the facrecognized fraternities. The
ulty in an attempt to keep the fraternities. Even though the faculty
endowments rose from 27 mildid not abolish the fraternities outri ght, they must agree to:
lion to 66 million. In 1981, with
withdraw from their nationa l charter; stop calling themselves
students living in various
fraternities , because it is intrinsicall y a sexist name and make
places such as t he psych lab
themselves co-ed. If these conditions are not met, the fraternities
and the Howard Johnson's will not be allowed to remain on campus.
down t own, the Heights residence hall was built. The Miller
library was doubled in size and
a women's locker room was Williams: The computer center suffered from a virus and as a
finally added to the athl etic resul t the compu ters slowed down, and all of the space was eaten
complex. The number and use up on the discs; within two days the illness was cured. Thursday
of compu ters, both in the November 10, Ralph Nader ,a consumer activist, will be lecturing
MacLaband in student 'srooms, on "Corporate Power in America. " A professor runn ing for t he
rose drama ti cally. And finally, state senate had a petition signed against him by 26 members of
the faculty. There has been great controversy over the Pine
the number of minority faculty
members rose, and t he Russ ian Cobble Development/ affordable facul ty housing to be prov ided
studies and Anthropolo gy
by the college,because it is believed that the designated sight will
majors were adde d. One studestroy a rare vine plan t, called a hairy honeysuckle. The town is
continucd on page 14
in an uproar and several environmentalists have been on the
\
sight
and patented in 1914 as an
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Cotter 's Fireside Chat

by Deb Fuller

A group of about twenty students gathered around the fireplace in the Pi per lounge on
Wednesday , November 2 to
talk with PresidentCotter. This
was the first of a series of informal informa t ion sessions
known as "Fireside Chats "
sponsored by Johnson Commons.
After attending Harvard Univers ity Cott er had many interesting experiences. He spent
some ti me in Niger ia as t he
assistantattorneyg eneral,lived
in Bogata , Columbia while
work ing for the Ford Foundation, and was the President of

the African American Institute
for nine years. He also work ed
as a Wall Street lawyer, which
is wha t he had planned from
the beginning.
A common question was howCott er became pres iden t of
Colby College. He was nominated in 1979by hisracque tball
par tner , the paren t of a Colby
student. He liked the idea, accept ed t he nomina ti on, fell in
love with Colby, and was la t er
elected president.
Cotter then went on to talk
abou t change , rev iewing the
major changes that have occurred around campus in the
last ten years. The social life
changed with t he abol iti on of
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Election '88 At A Glance:
Results And Response
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by Janet Boudreat
Four more years of Republican rule in the White House was locked in on Tuesday, November 8,
with George Bush's sweeping victory over Governor Michael Dukakis.
Dukakis'last ditch,down-to-the-wife effort enabled him to remain close i: the popular vote totals.
But it was too little, too late for him in the all-important electoral college vote totals.
President-elect Bush will become the 41st president of the United States after having won all but
ten states in the Nation. Dukakis captured Washington, Oregon, Ha waii, Minnesota, Iowa,
Wisconsin, New York, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,West Virginia, and t he District of Columbia.
Although Maine and theNation went Bush,Colby marched to a different beat in choosing Dukakis
in its mock election on Monday, November 7, sponsored by the Echo.
The following is the Colby response to the election, its results, and the whole!988 campaign:

"I predict that in the tradition of Hardin g,Coolid ge,
and Hoover , George Bush
will go down in histor y as
prie of the wors t American presidents - of all
times/'
Rober t Hoopes '89
V

"I feel the real American s
have had their say in the
political process and the
expansion started under a
Republican regime will
continue at least 4 more
years. "
David Vincent (R) '91
"I voted Liber tarian on
one condition: If Dukakis
lost by 1 vote, I would
stra p my bod y full of
dynamite and jum p into
the inaugural mobile.
Bush is a pinhead !"
Thomas Cahill (I) '89
"It was expected , Bush
was the best man [in the
race ]. I wante d him to win
in 1980. Politics is a game,
you jus t have to have fun
playing it."
Annie Albrecht (R) '89
"G eorge Bush will go
down in histor y as one of
t he mos t t rag i c in
histor y....He's qual ified,
bu t like Hoover as a standard bearer , he's stepping

into the mess left him by
Ronald Rea gan."
David Fernandez (D) '89

"I think this business of
split government is ver y
dangerous. We've got a
unique situation.

"I cannot believe that all
Howard Baker , former
these Republican Bush
Senator , referring to the
supporters shelled out $25 Republican Administrafor the 'Bush 88 sweaters.
tion and the Democratic
Don't they rea lize how
Congress.
much beer that could
buy!"
"I had a nightmare last
Kevin Powers d) '89 night because [Dukakis ]
lost so badl y. He should
"Not only is Maine for have picked J esse Jackson
Bush, but the majority of and then he would have
America is for Bush. This been stron g."
continues the Bush heRegina "Sunshine "
gemony. I knew he'd
Bartlett , Joseph' s Spa
win!"
Roger Holmes(R) '90,
Republican Club Chair- "I' m elated. If s bad for
man Dukakis; I thinkhe should
have had a better show"Geor ge Bush ran a
ing for all the effort put in.
picture per fect campaign [But] the majority of
that will be a model for
America agrees with
all future presidential
Bush. "
campaigns. He conPeter Car penter (R) '91,
tr olled t he issues,
Repub lican Club Vice•
agenda and focus. The
Chairman.
Amer ican people obviously agreed wit h his
"I think that Mike
message. However ,
[Dukakis ] didagood job/,'
desp it e his impress ive
Thoma s P. Tip' O'Neill ,
win, he'll now have to
former H ouse Spea k er.
deal wit h a st reng t hened
Democra tic House and
"There is a positive note
Senate. He has got a
to a Bush victor y: there is
tough road ahead. "
no Big M ac, no a gend a,
Michael Marcello (D) '90 and no coattails.

anonymous

'Th ere were so many
people that
hated
Dukakis , he couldn 't
win."
Sandra SundwaU (R) '91

cult for Bush to put forth
any sort of a conservative
agenda in the next 4years.
And don't blame me, I
voted for Dukakis!"
Michael Diamond (D)
'89, President-Colb y
Democrats

"I feel sorr y for the American peop le."
Professor Roger Bowen,
Government Dept. "What can I say?! I voted
Chair . for Dukakis , Bush won,
and that doesn't make me
"4 more years of peace happy."
Daniel Spurgin (I) '90
and prosperit y."
Bryan Cook(R) '89
T thoug ht it would be
closer . Bush was too over"I' m considerin g movconfiden t, I wanted
ing to Australia. "
Rita Moore , Government Dukakis to win."
anon ymous Dukakis
Dept. Inst ructor
supporter
'The crows are circling
in....Hisba ckis against the
wall, his collar is on fire "Pm just glad a baseball
and the bill collector is player won"
knockin g at the door. "
Lawrence Rocca (R) '89
Dan Rather , CBS News'
early cover age of
Dukakis ' poor showing. "President? Pre sident?!!
There was an election?!"
David Russell, Editor In
Chief , Colby Echo.
"People say it was a landslide fpr Bush, I way it
w a s a mudsl ide for Bush. "An election is a decision
H e won no t on the issues , and decisions clear the
but on the packaging that way for harmony and
his national staff put to- peace. The people have
gether. I feel sorry f or him. spoken ."
I think if 11 be ver y diffi- George Bush , PresidentElect.
V.

Seller 's Promotes Lovejoy Bakery
by Catherine Breen

thousand dollars allowed
workers to knock down a oneA newLovejoy Bakery,which foot-thick wall, install lights,
is located in Dana on the same and complete renovations,"
floor as the cafeteria, began DirectorofDiningServicesDan
acceptingorders for breads and Eusebio told the Echo.
pies on Nov. 1. Plans for the
Thanksgivingand Christmas
bakery originated in March of will serve as a "trial-and-error"
1988 when Seller's manage- period in which thebakers will
ment spoke with Dean Janice decide which items will sell
Seitzinger about the idea.After best. Seiler'sstaff hopes toopen
receiving approval for theproj- thebakeryonapermanentbasis
ect,construction was begun in by January. "We'd like to open
Dana. "A budget of over eight as soon as possible," said

Seller's Marketing Director
Susan Valenti, "in order to stay
ahead of the industry." She
further explainedthatnotmany
schools offer the opportunity
to buy fresh baked goods daily
and it would be a distinguishing characteristic of the college.
Establishments like this also
exist at schools like Duke Universityand John Hopkins University, "but none exist in the
immediate area," boasted
Valenti.

Women s Group News

by Melissa Early

throne him from his post of
literary leader. Their most efLastThursday,November3rd, fective tactic was the accusathe Women's Studies Collo- tion that he was a sexist. Low
quia: "Scholarship on Women" namedMiltonaproto-feminist,
sponsored a reading by Lisa showing that "his version of
Lowof the EnglishDepartment the relationship between men
entitled "Milton, Matrimony, and women, like Ibsen's, is
and Female Sexuality." The much more advanced than we
ideas presented generated a have yet imagined, and that to
very lively discussion after- accuse him of sexism may rewards that included students, flect more the sexist limitations
staff, and faculty members. of the critics than of the author
Low proved her rather radical himself."
thesis in an eloquent and proLow explained that Milton's
vocative essay.
paradoxes throughout Paradise
Low refuted the commonly Lost make analysis difficult,
held notion that Milton was the and presented many possible
arch-misogynist of all time, readings of The Fall according
purporting that "Milton was a to Milton. No matter how one
poet not only of unusual sensi- interprets certain passages,
tivity to women, but of such however, Wilton's central imchallenging feminist policiesas age of Paradise is indisputable,
to have been a threat to his Low said. The emblem of the
patriarchaladversaries,enough holding of hands serves as the
of a threat, in fact, as to have central image; it reveals "male
necessitated the invention of and female in a posture of
the myth that (he) was a sex- companionship...including inist." SheexplainedthatMilton's tellectual as well as sexual
left-wing politics brought him love."
disfavor and actuallyprovoked
Low argued that Milton gives
a movement by 18th century Eve dignity in his poem, namcritic Samuel Johnson and 20th ing her the wise and strong,
century critic T.S. Eliot to de- emotionally and physically

capable mother of the human
race while she exists in Paradise. He depicts her enjoying
the freedomofchoice. Eveloses
her independence in The Fall,
but Low suggests that Milton
understood that "separation
permits the female to develop
into an adult, participating in
choice" and that this is "the
best way, in fact the only way,
to integrate the human personality with itself and finally male
with female as if they were two
sides of the single human personality.
Professor Low'sessay,revealing her skill as a writer and her
perceptiveness as a feminist
reader of English literature,
merits recognition.
The Women's Studies Department and the Women's Group
encourage even more of the
Colby community to participatein these dynamic academic
experiences. The next Colloquium features Sylvie Witkin
of the Modern Foreign Languages Department who will
speak on "Georges Sand and
the 1848 Revolution" on Nov.
17th at 4:30 pm in the Whitney
room in Roberts.

Dietary Warning

A diet that promises you will
shed 10 pounds in three days,
allows you to eat hot dogs and
ice cream and has the blessing
of the American Heart
Association ... sound too good
to be true? It is> according to
the AHA, Maine Affiliate which
has no knowledge of the diet's
origin.
Variously known as the AHA
diet, the Spokane Heart Diet,
the Cleveland Clinic Diet and
the Miami Heart Institute Diet
(the latter institution is not
related to the AHA), the poorly
typed and photocopied phony
diet has been making the
rounds again here in Maine,
passed from friend to
unsuspecting friend . In
California the diet has been
offered by mail at $2.00 per
copy.
"We had a real barrage of
calls about this phony diet in
the summer of 1987," said Sara
Marden, Assistant Director for
the AHA, Maine Affiliate. "At
that time a statewide news
release and cooperation from

organized weight loss groups
a specific length of time. The
in Maine may have helped to
true AHA Diet gives
slow the flood of calls about
recommended servings per day
this bogus diet. But, like a bad
of various food categories, not
penny, it's back again," said
of specific foods. "We believe
Marden.
that our diet should be a way of
"We'are very concerned about
life, not a set of rigid menus to
the misuse of our name on this
be followed for a few days or
document;" said Marilyn A.
weeks," he says.
"Copies of the diet , we've
Lavelle, Bangor, Chairwoman
of the Board of the AHA, received here in Augusta are in
diffe rent formats, differing
Maine Affiliate. "The AHA
slightly in print style, content
wants to set the record
and weight loss claims, but all
straight."
are generally of poor quality
"For years, we have been
typing and reproduction," says
telling the public to cut fat and
Bill Belmore, Program Director
cholesterol by restricting eggs,
at the AHA's Augusta Office.
whole milk dairy products such
as ice cream and cheddar
"The AHA believes people
cheese, and luncheon meats
should maintain proper body
such as hot dogs/'-says John C.
weight and we promote good
Love, M.D., Portland ,
nutrition and sensible dieting,"
President of the AHA, Maine
continues Belmore, "but the
Affiliate. "Yet these very foods
'miracle cure' three day diet is
are required on the so-called
not the way to do it. Those
AHA diet"
interested in the real AHA Diet
Love-warns the public to be
or other free brochures related
wary of any diet purporting to
to heart-hea l thy eating and
be tho AHA diet that gives
weight loss can call 1-800-462specific menus or suggests that
4202.
tho diet should be followed for This is re public service announcement

Dan Eusebio expressed7that
they would like to have the
bakery open every day from
about 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Featured daily wouldbegoodslike
fresh bagels,cookies,and muffins, with specialties varying
according to season and customer preferences. "Currently,
Joseph's Spa is selling bakery
items like cranberry nut bread
and theyseem to be very popular - they sell up to ten loaves a
day," noted Eusebio. Valenti,
who is coordinatingthe details
for the store,«aid, "We hope to
have different features each
month, like baklava and German cakes, in addition to the
regular items."Shecommented
that eventually they would like
to run "upscale items such as
Napoleons, cannolis, and Ben
and Jerry's ice cream." All
goods will be freshly prepared,
as the bakers are due in each
morning at S a.m.
The bakers of Lovejoy
Commons are featuring six
deserts baked from scratch, to
be made available to Colby

faculty, administration, and
students on November 21, 22,
and 23. Thanksgivingbakery
specials includepumpkin,deep
dish apple, and pecan pies, as
well as cranberry nut, pumpkin, and banana nut breads^
Items will sell "at cost" even
though they include quality
ingredients such as Southern
pecans and bourbon (in the
pecan pie).
Students and Colby employees will be able to purchase
bakery products by cash or
check. In the same way that
Seiler'sdelivers birthday cakes
on campus, the bakery will
deliver its goods. Parents and
students can call ahead and
have a cake personalized for a
special occasion or order
"goody packages" around
exam time. Colby faculty and
students are also encouraged
to enter the "Name the Bakery".
contest in which a delicious
prize from the store will be
awarded.
Call x 3382 to place your
Thanksgiving order now.

Commons Update
Johnson

Social Stuff
-Golf Party in East Quad — Tentatively scheduled for Friday
holes with 9 different
November 18, 8-10pm. Nine different
¦
. . . : .. ,, , . - .
- ... ¦ .- ..
' beverages.
-Johnson Commons Dinner - TONIGHT, Thursday, November
10, 5-7pm in the Student Center. Semi-Formal dress and good
food. Live comedians (and beer and munchies) after dinner.
¦

¦

Cultural Events
-Every Wednesday night is Faculty Night in Johnson Commons
Dining Hall.Come meet the faculty associates of Johnson Commons.
Other Stuff
-Twice a month ice cream study breaks for Johnson Commons
begin soon, look for them.
**Any ideas for new social or cultural events? Problems? Gripes?
See your governor.

. ___ , .

Lovej oy

Congratulations to the Stud dbu f faloes for a stunning victory in
the Lovejoy Commons College Bowl Tournament! Congratulations also goes to the stars of our compet ition, Dave Jorgenson,
Larry Rocca, Dan Bar-Zeev,Fred Br
ight and alternate MattCohen
all of whom qualifi ed to compete as the Lovejoy contingent in the
all Campus College Bowl to be held Thursday November 10,at
7pm in the Student Center.
The All-inclusive Novembetfest Weekend
Friday: Weekend pass only $5.
"Pick up your Novemberfest stein when you purchase you
weekend pass to all Novemberfest events.
"German dinners in Foss and Dana Dining Halls from 5pm 8pm.
*Be a rebel and come to the Contra Dance in Foss Dining Hall
from 8pm-12am.

Saturday:

*Roll out of bed, then crawl,stumble or be dragged by a couple
of friends, but don't miss the all-campus Doghead Saturday
morning in the Student Center from 8am (ouch!)-12pm.
"Transportation via luxury School busesto the CBBChampionship Football Game where Colby will mercilessly trounce Bowdoin.
Tut those lederhosen on and prepare to party German style
with the ln_p<!ctoro from 9nm-2am in the Studen f Centor.Y; • ' ¦ '

,
The "In s"And"Out * s"Of J-Board
by Brian Murphy
Here come the judge! Here
come the judge! In the case of
the Judicial Board at Colby,
more affectionately known as
the J-Board, however, it is hot
judge, it's judges. Fourteen to
be exact, 12 student and 2 fac^
ulty justices make up what
student justice Brian Clement
terms, "a peer disciplinary
board acting as a go-between
for students and the Dean's
Office in matters of non-aca.
demic misconduct"
Meeting each Sunday night
promptly at 6:45 when cases
are scheduled, which is almost
every Sunday unfortunately,
theJ-Board determineswhether
or not a defendant is indeed
guilty of an .offense and then
passes this finding on to Dean
of StudentsJanice Seitzingcr. A

recommendation of what disciplinary action should be
taken,if any, is also presented
to Dean Seitzingcr who in turn
approves of the finding and the
disciplinary action or asks the
Board to reconsider its ruling.
In cases Seitzingcr deems for
reevaluation, the Board reconvenes the following Sunday
and can either modify its former ruling or send it back to
Seitzingcr unchanged, which
she may accept, or she can
demand th a t the case be heard
by a separate Appeals Board.
The Appeals Board , consisting
of four different students and
four different faculty members
not on the original Judicial
Board, then hears the case and
formulates its decision and
recommendation for disciplinary action if warranted. This

board can also be used by the
defendant if it has been determined by a subgroup of two
students and one faculty
member of the Appeals Board
that a case has grounds for a
retrial. The Appeals Board
decision is final unless it is
overruled by the President of
the College,a situation that has
never happened in the history
of Colby.
What typesof cases are heard
by the J-Board? Vice-Chief
Justice Kathy Dowley relates,
"We hear dorm damage cases,
violations of repeated warnings
fr om dorm staff f or f ailure t o
adhere to quiet hours, bottle
throwin g incident s, fighting,
breaking and entering, theft,
charges of fraternity involvement, and even sometimes
continued on page 6

Events In E ngland Recall A Living History
by Patrick Brancaccio
This is the year of anniversaries in England. It is the four
hundredth anniversary of the
defeat of the Spanish Armada
in 1588, the three hundredth
anniversary of the Glorious
Revolution of 1688, the centenary of thebirth of T.S.Eliot,and
the fiftieth year after the Munich Pact that Prime Minister
Nelville Chamberlain signed
with Hitler. The anniversaries
have occasioned a richly varied series of exhibitions, dramaticperfonnances,and "reexaminations" in radio and television documentaries. All of
thisactivityreminds theAmerican in England that history is
very much alive here,not simply as legend to be celebrated
but as an ingredient in current
events like the persistence of

thetroublesinnorthernlreland
that reached a new intensity of
killingthisspringand summer.
Traveling in Europe in recent
years, I have often been struck
with how fresh memories of
World War II are in the minds
of ordinary people. One Sunday morning while browsing
at a bookstall in the central
square of a small village in the
Abruzzi,I overheard a gathering of middle-aged and elderly
men arguing about who was
responsible for the destruction
of the Abbeyat MonteCassino.
Theconsensusblamed the British.And visitorsto Londonwho
ha vespent any time in thepubs
will recall theinevitableknotof
"regulars" reminiscing about
the Blitz and the way itbrought
people together: how class
divisions seemed to crumble

among the crowd forced to
spend their nights in the London tube stations.
InAugustthisyeartheLondon
Times ran a cover story in its
Sunday magazine commemorating the great exodus of children from the big cities intothe
safer countryside. Later that
week, there was a reunion of
these war children and their
country hosts held in a London
railway station. Many of the
survivorsenjoyedtheir second
set of parents, but some also
found abusive adults who
compounded thepsychicstrain
of divided families.
In late summer and early fall,
there were three television
documentaries on Neville
Chamberlain and the Munich
Pact. One featured a pair of
Czechoslovakian films which

examined the event from the
point of the view of the country
that was dismembered. The
films argue that the young
republic was sacrificed to the
selfish and short-sighted interests of a British "dealer" who
went to Munich without his
Foreign Minister and came
home to wavea piece of paper
handedto him by an aide as he
descended from his plane to
announce "Peace in our time."
One of the films featured
Colby's own Doris Kearns
Goodwin who compared
Chamberlain to American
ambassador to Great Britain
Joseph Kennedy as men who
were nurtured on the
businessmen s mentality that
fundamentally you can strike a
deal with anyone. A later documentary told the story from

Chamberlain's point of view
and emphasized his accomplishments as Minister of
Healthbeforehebecame Prime
Minister, his desire for peace,
and his attempt to assert leadership in Europe.
There was also a tough documentary about the role of the
Red Cross during World War
II, and its refusal to call public
attention to the treatment of
Jews in the Nazi concentration
camps even though the organization was fully aware in 1942
of whatwasgoingon.Thehead
of the international organization overrode the vote of
twenty-two members of his
board of directorsto publicize
the inhuman treatment of the
Jews. He reportedly refused
because of his fear that Red
continued on page 6

The Grip Of Stress
by Kathleen McKiernan
It's2:45am,three hours since
you grudgingly plunked yourself in front of your computer
screen and two hours until
daybreak. The gallon of coffee
you have consumed in the last
half-hour has now joined forces
with a double-dose of No-Doz
to leave your body a quivering
mass of nerves, and your mind
isnone thelessawake.You have
'four more pages left to be one
page under the 'suggested'
limit and you have absolutely
DfiihiBglef t to say.Discouraged
and desperate, the figures on
thescreenbegin toswiminfront

of your eyes when a sudden
snore from your roomate snaps
you back to rude reality. The
ever changing neon numbers
on your alarm clock are omnipresent and lead to fears escalating fromprofessional rebuke
to academic failure and subsequent life in a street gutter.
Jumping from your desk, you
only barely manage to hold
back a scream. You have joined
the ranks of the officially
stressed out.
StreSb, which according ' to
Psychology Professor Kalden
can be described as "pressure
from the outside that makes

you feel tense on the inside,"is
an inherent facet of Colby life.
Upon entering college, many
students find that, for the first
time in their lives, they have no
restrictions they encountered
from their family or in highschool, students are forced to
confront making dedsions and
being solely responsible for the
consequences. Prof. Kalden
adds that "managing time and
attempting to balance several
interestsat once"carteasily lead
to anxiety and stress, unless
thoseimpulses are negated in a
positive way. Too much stress
con tinued on page 6

London

won the week-long battle by
keepingtheirdistanceand picking off ships on the edgesf o the
massed Spanish fleet. Ironically, more men were killed by
bad food and disease than in
battle. The commentary on the
placards was extraordinarily
even handed. It documented
British miscalculations and
blundersas well asSpanish skill
and heroism.
After mentioning how impressed I was by the exhibit to
a historian colleague of mine at
Regent's College,I was invited
to an unusual evening aboard
the HMS Wellington, one of
the old ships tied along the
north bank of the Thames. It
was an evening of readings
about the Armada organized
as a benefit for the King George
Fund for Mariners.
For the intellectually and cultu rally curious, London can be
toorich a feast. There issomuch

going on during a given day,
you can get dizzy just reading
the "Whafs On" columns. At
the British Museum there is a
special showon the Revolution
of 1688. William of Orange's
campaign to depose James II
and the Catholics is documented in an exhibit entitled,
"All the King's Men." In September the English National
Opera revived Jonathan
Miller'sproductionof Tosca set
in the crumblingdays of fascist
Italy in 1943. The English libretto jars against Puccini's
Lyricism, but it is a bold and
exciting concept which brings
to life the vague and remote
political context of the opera.
The centenary of T.S. Eliot's
birth is celebra ted with the
publication of the first volume
of his letters edited by his wife
Valerie, and a series of readings on the BBC of the F our
Quartets and all the plays. The

Stress
continued from page

a strain on my relationships
with my friends. The fact that I
know I'm letting it get to me,
only makesme feel worse,"says
sophomore Megan Finiey.
Despite the problems stress
can cause, some students are
better able to keep it inperspective, and even thrive on it to a
certain degree. According to
Prof. Kalden, extraverted individualstend to needa little extra
pressure to perform better,
while introverted persons tend
to perform better with less. "I
think that being laid back, and
not stressing helps you keep
your mind clearer. It's not the
end of the world if you get one
lousy paper in a day late,"says
freshman Dave Leavy.

If,however, stress is causing
a problem in your life> there are
some constructive ways of
dealing with it. Prof. Kalden
suggests that eating better,
making sure you get enough
sleep, talking you problems
over with a friend, and participating in relaxing activities or
hobbies are all ways of positively dealing with pressure.
So the next time you feel like
problems with your roomate,
your classes,and your love-life
have all come crashing down
on you at once, take a hint from
that now familiar song - "In
your life you'll have some
trouble/If you worry you'll
make it double/Don't worry,
be happy."

continued from page 5
Cross workers would be
banned from giving further
assistance to prisoners of war.
The film included a long and
moving interview with a Swedish Red Cross of f idal in Greece
who had defied the ban and
helped Jews escape to the more
remote Greek islands. The issue continues today with the
protests of a Red Cross worker
in El Salvador who publicized
the murders by the death
squadsandwascondemnedfor
doing so by the current Director who had his opportunity to
defend apolicy of confidentiality that he says guarantees the
international organization access to war and political prisoners.
By comparison the time of the
Armada seems quite distant.
Yet this September Margaret
Thatcher became the first British Prime Minister to make an
official visit to Spain, and this
past week Queen Elizabeth
became the first ruling monarch of Britain to make a state
visit. This summer there was a
magnificent exhibit held at the
National maritime Museum in
Greenwich, a short, inexpensive train ride outside London.
The exhibition wound
through a long string of rooms
with artifacts and documents
detailing the events that led up
to the expedition, the British
preparations, and the final
deployment of the ships. The
Spanish had hoped for a major
engagement, but the British
5
can also lead to emotional problemsand lower one'sresistance
against physical illness.
Different people react in different ways to excessive pressure. "I can get really depressed
if I am under too much stress,
and evenif it 'srelated to school,
it can effect other parts on my
life, like my relationships with
my freinds or family," says
sophomore Felise Glantz. For
some students,academic stress
can be self-defeating. "I try to
deal with it by talking to everyone about it, but that only but
that only seems to make me
think, about it more. Sometimes it's hard to and it can put

letters are extracted in a weeklong series in The Times.
If reading Eliot turns one's
thoughts to time and eternity,
the activities of the IRA bring
us back to the turbulent present.OnSaturday night,August
20th, a bus carrying a load of
Britishsoldiersbackfromhome
leave was bombed at Ballygawley in County Omagh,
Northern Ireland. Eight soldiers were killedand cries rang
out in England to reinstate
preventivedetention.Tendays
later two alleged members of
the IRA weregunned down by
members of the SAS, the British Commando Unit,on a road
nottoofar fromtheBallygawley
bombing. The SAS Mysteriously appeared and disappeared from the scene. Newspapers debate whether this was
an "ambush" and whether the
terroristactivitywasforcingthe
British over the line of proper

J-Board
continued from page 5

sexual harassment cases. Sexual harassmentcases,however,
are usually heard by the Dean's
as the student usually opts for
confidentiality which is his or
her right." Cases that come
before J-Board are determined
by DeanMark Serdjenian based
on his weekly Monday meeting with head of Safety and
Security Mark Van Valkenburgh. In these meetings
Serdjenian and Van Valkenburgh mark the previous
week's incidents that warrant
the attention of the Dean's Office. Serdjenian then calls in
those involved in the cases for a
discussion before formulating
a final decision on those
brought before the Board.
You won'tfind Judge Wapner
and ThePeople'sCourtprPerry
Mason at Judicial Board hearings. What you will encounter
are students like you and me

tactics for a democratic government. This past week
terrorism'schallengetodemocracy was intensified by the
government's announcement
of an order banning spokesmen for Sinn Fein and other
terrorist organizations from
access to broadcasting. The
contradictions are compounded since Sinn Fein is a
legalpolitical party and holds a
seat in the British parliament.
This week, too, the Home Secretary,Mr. Douglas Hurd,has
announced the suspension of
an accused's right to remain
silent. Judges and juries will
now be free to take silence as a
presumption of guilt.
Meanwhile on the stage of
Olivier, the National Theatre
has staged a revival of Dion
BoucicaulfsTheShaughran (The
Wanderer or Vagabond), a
spectacular 19th century melodrama complete with revolving sets and sumptuous backdrops in which the exploits of a
lovable peasant rogue and the
love affair between a British
captain and an Irish colleen do
not totally mask the deep hostilities of the Anglo-Irish relationship.The British army man
is repeatedly upbraided for
referring to the Irish as "you
people," and the outlandish
plot lays bare the resentment
against the new class of property snatchers and developers
who conspire with the British
to dispossess the unprotected.
The Sha ughran rejoins the
National Theatre repertoire at
Christmas.
trying to administer the fairest
decision possibleincaseswhere
a fellow student is accused of
violatingtheCollege'srules. It's
not an easy job and often Chief
Justice Dan Brandeis and the
other justices on the Board are
not the most popular people on
campus after rendering a particularl y difficult decision
against a student. It is important to note, however, that the
student Judicial Board is there
to aid the student in getting as
fair a hearing as possible. As
Dowley asserts, "The students
sometime forget that the JBoard is there to help the student. Students often feel that it
is them against the administration but J-Board exists to protect the rights of the student.
The hardest thing for us to do is
recommend the suspension of
somebody because that has a
large impact on the person's
life. The students on the board
take the job seriously."

Blithe Spirit Preview
by Geoff Zentz
The lights rise in the
RunnalsCellarTheatreto show
a man and woman holding a
simple conversation in their
aristocratic home on the outskirts of Boston. It is a setting
that does not have the audience even remotely considering ghostly apparitions, a
women returning from the
"other side",or a seance with a
psychicGypsy. However,Noel
Coward s Blithe Spirit offers
each one of these.oddities in an
atmosphere intertwining humor and confusion.
The cast is made up ot
seven characters, all of which
hold an unique role in the
development of the plot. The
story line is developed out of a
dinner party,in which thehosts,
Charles and Ruth (played by
Brian McCabe and Jennie Holman respectively) and two of

their friends Doctor and Mrs.
Brodman (Randy Notes " and
Melissa Schmidt) entertain a
professional psychic, Madame
Arcati (Dana Mackin). Madame Arcatiis initially invited
to dinner by Charles, out of
hopes in gathering some pertinentinformation for an upcoming novel. The gypsy is met by
a group of skeptics convinced
that noneof her magical trances
or discussions with a young
friend on "the other side" retain any validity.
When finally com,
the
seance performed
pleted
by Madame Arcati appears to
be a hoax to three members of
the party. Itis Charles though,
who is left with the effects of
the endeavor. His deceased
wif e,Elvira (Wendy Langdon),
returns to haunt him and his
present spouse. Since only
Charles can seeElvira,the situation isa crossbetween frustration, and hilarious,chaotk con-

versations. Life degenerates
into a complete mess for Charles- who finds himself an instant bigamist.The audience is
faced with similar confusion,
who is from where, what will
happen next, and who is the
cause of all the trouble. The
entire plot, as it unfolds, is a
series of laughs and bewilderment. Much of the humor is
topped off by Charles and
Ruth's inept maid (Meredith
Palin), who is constantly fumbling up some situation.
The production is organized and .smoothly run to
the credit of both the director
Muff y Guthrie and set manager DebbieSt. Louis. The cast
does a terrific job bringing all
the elements of the script into
their actions. Blithe Spirit is a
production which capitalizes
on chaos and confusion, but
the cast and crew utilize calm
precision in bringing off this
hilarious comedy.

The Terrors Of Television
by Drew Simmons
On the eve of the presidential
elections I positioned myself in
front of Dan Rather withalarge
slab of pizza, perfectly content
to immerse myself in the wonderful world of TV. Network
news is alwaysan enlightening
experience. ItkeepsWaterville,
Maine, up to date with state of
the art disco graphics and the
latest in really depressing stuff.
After three twirling pie graphs
came the latest TV presidential
poll; Bush held a solid lead
over Dukakis. What followed
was a complete breakdown of
everythin g necessary to do to
win this presidential election.
The media had picked its own
president,"and now it was up to
all the couch potatoes to forget
about "Cheers" and go vote"Cheers" was probably more
fun anyway.
The significant role of the
media in the '88 presidential

elections has nauseated everyone. Campaign ads showed
placid sunset panoramas and
twin aircraft carriers with superimposed phrases of meaninglessslanderagainsttheother
guy. Endless newsreels of
candidates shakinghands with
farmers, political figures, and
retarded children ( not Dan
Quayle ),made the public seem
distant from the drama of the
election. When I realized the
influence held by the networks
on perhaps the most important
decision of the decade,the effect of TV on all those smaller
things loomed before me. ,
"Smaller things" means advertising. The commercial
media has turned Christmas
and Mother's Day into massive
capitalist marketing strategies.
Want to sell a Radio Shack telephone answering machine? —
wrap it in tinsel and put it on
TV: it makes a great gift.
With the invention of shop by
phone, home work out and

entertainment centers,satellite
dishes, and video games,
America never needs to leave
the house. Rowing machines
and stationary bicycles with
simulated moving panoramas
on "your very own TV" , provides all the exercise you need
to stay firrn-andPeter Jennings
can tell you about the riots
going on in the city, It's safer if
you stay home today.
In a nation where situationcomedies provide the moral
lessons for our youth* control
over our lives seems to be slipping from our grasp. Television tells us what to eat, drink,
buy, and think. For some, life
without a daily dose of television is inconceivable. Esquire
magazine decided that watching excessive amounts of TV
was "in" this year.
As we wrap up the eighties
with a new president, I hope
that we can enter the nineties
with him in control and not the
television set.
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A listing of events from
Thursday at 5 'til Sunday at 8

7:00 pm LE BONHEUR- AR 275 Film, L100
7:00 pm BLACK AND WHITE IN COLOR:
AFRICA DURING WWII- History Dept. Film,
AV Room, Miller Library

7:00 - 9:00 pm MAINE VOCALIST ANNI CLARK
Music at Mary Low Coffeehouse
7:30 pm THE CHILDHOOD OF MAXIM GORKY
Russian Studies Film, L205
8:00 pm LAUREN EWING, SCULPTOR- Art Dept.
lecture and slide presentation, Bixler 106
8:00 pm BLITHE SPIRIT- Powder and Wig
Production- Cellar Theatre
7:00 & 9:15 pm THROW MAMA FROM THE
TRAIN- Stu-A Film, L10O

7:00 pm TERI EISEN JAZZ QUARTET- Music in
. Mary Low Coffeehouse
8:00 pm NORMAN DAVID JAZZ CONCERT- Free
Concert! Given Auditorium
8:00 pm BLITHE SPIRIT - Powder and Wi g
Production - Cellar Theatre

7:00 & 9:15 pm THROW MAMA FROM THE
TRAIN - Stu-A Film, L100

Sunday

8:00 pm BLITHE SPIRIT - Powder and Wig
Production - Cellar Theatre .
7:00 & 9:15 pm THROW MAMA FROM THE
TRAIN - Stu-A Film. L100

Oct 23 - Nov 27 Soldiers of the Queen:
Toy Soldiers by Harold Pestana
Oct 28 -Dec 4 Faculty Exhibit, Museum of Art

Career Sarvic sg Pr#ss Rsteass

Upcoming Worksho ps
App lying To
Graduate School:

,

a question and advice session
TODAY , Nov . 10, 5:30 PM
Career Services Library

Interviewing Skills

How to prepare for , and what to
expect from an interview
Mon., Nov. 14, 3:00 PM
Smith Room , Roberts Union

MacResume

Tues., Nov. 15, 6:00 PM
Tues., Nov. 22 , 3:00 PM
Tues., Nov. 29, 6:00 PM
MacLab , 4th floor , Lovejoy
Don ' t forget a datasheet and disc!

Introduction to
Career Services

Especially for sophomores
TODAY , Nov. 10, 1:30 PM *
Tues., Nov. 15, 3:00 PM
'. , Thurs., Dec. 1, 10:30 AM
Career Services Librar y
Sign up in adva nce for ail
workshops in the
Office of Career Services Cx3343)

.

This is a public service announcement ,

PASTERIES CROISSANTS DELI STYLE SANDWICHES———
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I DAVE'S BARBERSHOP
\ Tues-Fri: 7;30 - 5;30
Sat : 7;30 - 1 ;00
873-101 0
i 45 Main St., Waterville
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JOSEPH 'S BAKE-A-DELI
45 MAIN ST. WA TERVILLE
-—CARE PACKAGES CHOCOLAT E COOKIES AfJD MORE
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Japanese Debate
Third and fourth year Japanese students participated in a
debat e with student sfrom Bat es
College in the Smith Room in
Roberts Union last Thursday.
The to-pic discussed was
whether Japan is traditional or
westernized. Each team consisted of a mix of Colby and
Bates students, with thre e
speakers and one rebuttalist on
each team. The debate began
with th e tw o t eams alt ernat ely
giving short speeches in Japanese on each viewpoint, followed by a twenty minute discussion period in which the
participants were able to question each other about points
mentioned earlier as well as
bring up someother issues. The
discussion period was followed
by abrief rebuttal by each team.
Some of the points brought

up to support the premise that
Japan is still traditional include
the tr aditi onal famil y relationships which still exist in Japan,
the system of relationships to
one's superiors, which is enforced by the use of honorifics
in the language, the way in
which f oreigner s are tr eated as
outsiders in Japan, hinting at
the earlier days of a closed
country,and the Japanese habit
of adopting things from different countries and making them
uni quely Japanese.
On the westernized side, it
was pointed out that Japan is
considered an "economic
giant ," with many branches of
Japanese companies operating
thr oughout th e world , tha t
Japanese architecture and technology has become highly
westernized in recent years,

Women And Fitness
Women's Issues in Fitness journalist and medical correwill be the topic of the Third spondent, will give the lunchAnnual SouthernMaineSports eon address. Atkinson,author
Medidne Conference Decem- of "WomenandFatigue"serves
ber 3at the Sonesta Hotel,Port- as the National Communicaland.
tions Chairperson for the
Somespeakers and topicswill American Heart Association.
be JoAnn Cannon, Dr. P.H.,
Workshop will be on:Fitness
Chicago, nationally known for LargeWomen,Coaching the
speaker on wellness and Female Athlete, Challenging
women in the workplace; Diet Considerations,and MaxiDouglas Brown, M.D., Port- mizing Caloric Balance. The
land, addressing exercise conference,scheduled for 8:00physiology and injury preven- 4:00, offers exhibits and an
tion; Anne B. Loucks, Ph.D, aerobic workout.
Ohio, speaking on "Athletic
William Meade, M.D., SanAmenorrhea;" and Karen ford, chairs the Planning ComKurkjian, M.D.r Portland, on mittee for the Conference, a
"Heart Disease in Women:Are joint project of the American
We Really Unique?"
Heart Association, Maine AfHolly Atkinson,M.D.,M.SJ., filiate and the York County
nationally syndicated medical Medical Society.
This is a public service announcement

Maine Hunger Week
by Amy Davis
Maine Hunger Week is next
week - November 14-18. Many
fund raisers will take place at
this time including a campus
fast,in which students can agree
not to eat in the dining halls on
November 17 and the money
that would have gone to their
mealswill go to local soupkitchens.
I would like to discussanother
fund raiser. On November 14.
15, and 16 from 10am-2pm,
there will be four boxes on a
table next to the information
deskin the Student Center. Each
box will belong to a class - one
td the freshman, one to sophomores, one to juniors, and one
to seniors. Every penny putina
class's box will earn that class a
point .For example, if a junior
puts 15 pennies in the junior
box, the juniors will earn 15
points. Now for the tricky part:

every other form of money put
in another class'sbox subtracts
points from that team's score.
For instance,if a freshman puts
a quarter in the senior's box,
the the seniorslose 25 points.If
a sophomore puts $2 in the
jun ior's box/ the junior's lose
200 points. The class with the
most points (or the least negative points) at the end of the
three days gets to keep their
money and the rest of the
money goes toward . Maine
Hunger Week and its various
affiliations. r
This is a chance for all of us,
who are fortunate enough to be
able to run our Colby ID's
through the machines'at the
dining halls and got three meals
aday, to help out those citizens
of Maine who cannot always
get enough to eat, This fund
raiser can be a big success, all
we need issome class spirit and
the Spirit of giving.

that the percentage of women
in the workforce in Japan is
comparable to that of West
Germany, and that nowadays
such western entertainment as
performances by Michael
Jackson are more popular than
performances of such traditional Japanese entertainment
as kabuki theater , or bunraku
puppet shows.
Aft er the rebuttals , the professors of Japanese and other
students of Japanese from both
schools voted, resulting in a tie
between the two teams. The
consensus among the spectators was that the debate went
very well for both sides. For the
participating students also,
being able to practi ce speakin g
and debating in public in Japanese proved to be a valuable
experience.

Corrections
In last week's issue Mr. Choudhury

Shamim's name was mis
spelled. The Echo apologizes for this error.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

Jan-Plan Notice

Any student planning to be
oncampusduringj anuarywho
will not be doing a Jan Plan
must fill out a form for permission to be on campus. Pick up
this form from Thelma
Plusquellic in the Dean of Students Office, Lovejoy 110. The
form requires the signature of a
faculty/administrative sponsor and must be returned to
this office be December 5.

Go get 'em, brother

Judicial Board Summary*
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October

Throwing rocks off roof , hitting student(s)

Letter of apology; Disciplinary
Probation,Semester 1,1988-89

,-. . i «o ,r_r,o
October 22,1988

Physical Assault of a fellow
sJdent

Written warning (some question as to actual events)

*When considering the findings in the Ju dicial Board Summary it is important to understand
that each case is different and only those in attendance at the hearing know the specific circumstances under which a particular decision was made. In addition, the Judicial Board considers
past record when rendering a sanction and these past records are not described in these
summaries.
For those interested , all Judicial Board meetings are open to the public.

Holocaust Remembered
by Brad Schlang
B'nai B'rith , the world's
largest Jewish organization ,
sponsored a dramatic
commemorative event to
mark the 50th anniversary of
the night the Holocaust took
its first genocidal turn.
On the nig ht of November
9-10, 1938, Nazi hooligans
went on a government-incited
anti-Jewish rampage all over
Germany. Synagogues were

burned , Jewish men, women
and children were dragged
from their homes and'beds to
face beatings , torture and
murder. The destruction was
so great that the' ni ght
became
known
as
"kristalnacht " -- the night of
broken glass.
To ensure that we remember
and learn from history - ,so
tha t we may prevent possible
genocides in the future —
B' nai B' rith sponsored
"li ghts of remembrance."
Throughout the nigh t of

November 9-10, 1988, from
dusk to dawn, the lights of
the sanctuaries and exteriors
of synagogues and churches
all over the United States
were lit, in solemn witness to
the past , as well as
symbolizing hope for a future
free of racism and antiSemitism.
Our community took part in
thi s landmark event. The
local synagogue and Lorirner
Chapel agreed to keep their
lights burning through the
night of November 9-10.

Something else to think about
According to the November 9,1988 issue of The Chronicle of H ig her
Educat ion, ""College students who start out with clear goals, pursue
one course of study, and reside only in campus housing are not the
ones most likely to stay in school and to graduate." "Those
(students) who changed (their , majors) four times had the highest
(graduation rate)." Looks like I'm in trouble.
Also reported in this week's issue were new ways in which Colleges
try to foil the efforts of companies that sell raady-made term papers
to students. One popular method, aside froiri more in-class essays,
was keeping term-paper catalogs on file so that professors could
track down papers that they suspected were not student originals.
One of the lead stories had to do with f inancial aid and its

distribution to minority students. According to Robert Zemsky,
director of the Institute for Research on Hi gher Education at the
Universit y of Penns ylvania, "colle ge p artici pation rates (in state
and fed eral student-aid programs) have not substantially changed"
over the last twenty years despite a considerable effort by the
government to hel p.
Finally, on page A3, an article about a professor at Columbia
brou ght up an interesting question about tenure that has forever
been asked , does it make for better professors? Professor of phy sics
David J . Helfand, who is described by the vice-president for arts and
sciences at Columbia as "the quintessential scholar and teacher that
any research university would like to have more of," has turned
down tenure. His reason, it breeds mediocrity. Instead of tenure/he
has a renewable contract that reviews his "teaching and research
every five years, a system to which he believes all faculty members
"should be subjected." God f orbid that pr of essors "should be held
accountable " and not be able to, "rest on their laurels."
Closer to home, let 's commend Seilers for a good idea. In the three
years that 1 have been here , the athlete 's pasta meal from 7:30-9.:30
in Johnson is far and away the best thing that Seilers has come up
with.
The election is over so I'm not going to say anything about it.
Lastly, thanks to the Bates fans who cheered, for Colby in the finals
of the N ew En gland Small College Water Polo Conference
Championships. Colby won, beating Bridgewater State College in
overtime, 14-13.
David Russell
Editor-in-Chief
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A "Tourist's" View
As a visitor to Colby, I went
with a tourists curiosity.to the
C.I.A/s information evening. I
may have mis-read what went
on - tourists-df ten do that - but
what surprised me about the
meeting was the level of agreement about the C.I.A. There
seemed to be little dissent from
the notion that covert operations are okay as long as they

are within the law, the law that
is of the United States. The main
issue of contention waswhether
the C.I.A. did or did not operate within the law. By implication this position suggests that
the wishes, laws, and political
independence of the countries
in which covert operations take
place are not relevant considerations in assessing the activi-

ties of the C.I.A.
They used to have a word for
this back in the 60's - the 1860's
thatis. It began with an "i" ,and
ended with an "m" and had
nine letters in between. Answers on a postcard please.
Ciaran Mc Cullah
Visiting Professor of
Sociology

Response to Duke s Dilemma
I would like to respond to a
statement included in Matthew
Lehman's article, "Dukakis'
Dilemma"(Echo,Oct.27,1988.)
In the last paragraph, Mr.
Lehman argues that the "flexible freeze"program proposed
by Vice President Bush would
merely lead to "increased
spending and an increased
deficit." His interpretation of
the Bush proposal is incorrect.
The "flexible freeze" proposal,as I understand it, would
limit the rate of growth of
nominal government expenditures to the rate of inflation.
While nominal government
expenditures would rise as
aggregate prices increase, real

government expenditures
could not increase under this
proposal. As long-term economic growth occurs, given the
current tax system, nominal
and real tax revenues will increase. With real government
expenditures constant, the deficit (both nominal and real) will
decline over time (not increase
as stated in the article.)
The ability of the candidates,
their advisers and the media to
misinterpret and to misrepresent economic proposals and
economic issues is astounding.
Bush's goal of 30 million new
jobs (totall y unrealistic),
Dukakis' role in the overly
exaggerated Massachusetts

miracle (Probably non-existent,
i.e., both the role and the miracle) and the Governors claim
of balancing V state budgets
(bi g deal, those budgets would
have been balanced even if my
dog had been governor) are
several examples which immediately come to mind. Two
things appear certain. First, the
flexible freeze proposal would
eventually result in a balanced
budget. Second, it is highly
unlikely and unfortunate that
Congress would overpass such
a rule which would limit expenditures.
Dave Findlay
Economics Department

Stu-A Not "Wa sting" Money
Before an individual jumps to
a conclusion, one should certainly question the source of
theproblem. Inlast week'sEcho,
there was an article written by
a concerned Colby student
about the high price-tag that
Stu-A Social Life spends on the
bands that we bring to perform
here at Colby, and never did
the writer contact any of the
seven students that comprise
the Student Association Executive Board.
Well, a little history certainly
plays a par t in why the Student
Association hires these topnotch (and therefore highpr iced) bands to entertain
Colby an d the surroundi ng
communities. Within the last
th ree years, the Student Associat ion , with the assistance of
John Farkas, Director of Student Activities, h as brou ght
bands with worldwide fame
such as Squeeze, INXS, and
UB40. All of these, fro m a financial standpoint, let alone
entertainment, have been successful.
Before this, lesser known
bands wdre hired to perform
here an d were su bsequen tly
booed of f the stage by a less
entertained Colby audience. It

had become a problem. Colby
students were not getting their
money's worth and they became restless and hostile.
Now,we can decide to go back
to the days of the unknown
bands and crowds of 500people
that are utterly unsatisfied or
we can continue in the direction that we are going. Seniors
rnightrememberour Freshman
yearSpring CarnivalwhenFace
to Face left the stage because
unsatisfied members of the
crowd ended up throw ing
beers at the band.
Or we can enjoy and appreciate th e luxuries th at we have
been receiving when we h ave a
sold out crowd (3000 people),
and a band that everyone will
remember. I find a great deal of
pride i n hav i ng ban ds of such
caliber coming to entertain us
at OUR school. •
We on the Student Association Executive Board realize
that Waterville, ME is not exactl y a cul t ura l or or soci a l
mecca , and that is why we try
to provide the best available
entertainment. Tho Student
Association is trying to fill the
void that is prevalent in many
Colby stu d en t s' social lives.
As far as the $30,000 bu dget

increase that the Student Association received last year, only
$3,000 of that money went to
the Studen t Association itself.
We know .that there are still a
great number of clubs and
organizations that are still tight
on money, but the Student
Association attempted to distribute the additional $27,000
as evenly and as equ itably as
possible.
So far we have already approved an d sponsored seven
new clubs an d we knew tha t
some of the $30,000 increase
would be needed . speci f ically
for this purpose. We have also
given increases to every clu b
t hat showed they knew how to
spend th eir money wi sely in
the past years.
Yes, $20,000 is a great deal of
money to spend on one event,
but we have a good track recor d of being able to "break
even" and this is because we
open the concert to the public.
Revenue from ticket sales covered th e cost of t he band, advertisingand allother expenses.
Because of t he support of t hose
that attended, we were fortu-

nate enough to not oven have ,.
to touch the funds that we recontinued on page 12

Homeless In Need Of Attention
enemiesinstead,It seemstrying
I Need Your Help! Years ago to help othersleaves established
when I ended what I hope is agencies and state agencies
my last bout with my own acting as if they ieel their terrihomelesscrisis,I vowed to take tory has been invaded .
those with less than myself into
We also made some good
my apartment. After a few years friends; the old, the young, the
and finding there were more poor, the emotionally dispeople than apartment, I gath- turbed,, the infirm. In other
ered some community mem- words,our first line of backers
bers together. Some of us knew were the people one step away
the difficulty of homelessness from needing the services of
either first hand or working the 'Center' themselves or who
with others. So it was decided were not in the mainstream of
we would approach the mat- society, at present. We also
ter, here in rural Maine, in a found some wonderful Colby
fashion to end homelessness students who helped scrape
and hunger for the people we paint to ready the shelter, colcame into contact with. Only lect donated furniture, give
intending to assist the people funds, and worked at the shelwho found themselves with- ter.
out a roof, we set out to find
Each year a new crew of welfunds. We found our first set of come Colby students would

by Greg Beitchman

of you want to leam what it s
like to be homeless, or how a
rural shelter differs from a city
one. (24 hour service, instead of
12) or anything along those
lines, get a group together, and
I will be glad to come and speak.
You will know you are helping
others. I can be reached at:
Hospital!ty House Inc,P.O. Box
62 Hinckley Me. 04944. 1need
the help and compassion of
your generation; Of YOU! Wish
to hear from you soon. I've
tried the usual and unusual
places to raise funds - if we are
meant to reopen,you will do it.
Thanks for hearing my plea.

come to us. They had helped us
to open ©ur doors. Yet there
were others in the community
who only had time and energy
to criticize and complain. They
were heard more loudly than
the people doing good work,
such as the Colby students.
This is the part where each of
you come in.We have provided
shelter and other services to
homeless families and individuals for two years and 400
persons.We are without a place
to use as a shelter, and if s getting cold. I need a few of you to
renew my faith in human kind,
with action, and to help insure
the continuation and growth of
the 'center' at the same time. I
trust once we successfully get
over this 'hump' it will be a
little easier going. If we can

reopen, some of the community will be behind us.
1am told I am a half-way descent speaker,(Some say a little
more than half ,but I have never
heard myself, so I have no way
of gauging first hand). If some
of you can get a group to sponsor me I could come out and
talk on homelessness. You
would be getting more than an
awareness, you would also
know that any fee would be
used to assist in reopening a
much needed Center for the
Homeless. We would both
benefit, as well as many others.
You never know when you or
your children will be passing
through here and need us. We
have served people from 8
states and Canada.
I need your help NOW!! If any

This response may be a little
late,but I cannot help commenting on Roger Bowen and the
CIA controversy. Like many
other Colby students, I was
somewhattroubled by Bowen's
"attack" on (he Colby students
wishing to interview with the
CIA. Bowen believes it is the
duty of educators to challenge
the values of students. What is
this? Challenge our values?
Doesn't the duty of Colby professors lie in their lecturingfrom
the front of the classroom? Yet,
Professor Bowen wants to instill values into the career
choices of Colby students!
Obviously, Bowen does not
realize that values of truth and
honesty do not play a role in
many students' career plans.
In fact, several students do not
consider these things at all. On

the contrary, these students in the U.S. do not choose a
may reach their decisions by president based on values of
factors such as salary level, job truth and honesty (as most
security, or . . . say . . . the probably will be clearly mannumber of covert operations dated by the time of this printing). Sure, Bush had his probcarried out each year.
I really do not know what lems with Iran-Contra and
Roger Bowen thinks he is up to, General Noriega, but what is
but I cannot help agreeing with this against lower taxes and
those students so hurt by his interest rates? Would you risk
"value attack." How can stu- your BMW (purchased from a
dents sit by while Bowen at- Reagan tax break) just to pretempts to stir things up on vent a corrupt and deceitful
campus? Attempting to dis- president and administration
close the names of interview- from coming to power again?
ing CIA students not only dis- Professor Bowen, perhaps if
turbs their peace and quiet,but you obtained the average price
has the effect of upsetting of a Colby student's car you
Colby 's Pleasant Apathy Plan would better understand why
(PAP).
you have his such a "soft spot"
In addition to his CIA attack, amongst the Colby student
Bowen feels the need to ad- body.
dress the presidential candidates. The major ity of people
William Stauffer '89

sion process in both matters
seems similar in requiring a
choicebetween the lesser of two
evils.
In fact, the issue of "Stupid
Center par ties" which Brian
Murp hy addresse d in the Echo
two weeks ago an d this years
incrediblepresidential election
were remarka bly similar! For

those American citizens who
were 100 percent convinced of,
who their candidate was, voting this year was like figuring
out what to do at Colby College
on any Saturday night; lets go
to a stupid center party, yeah!
There was no questioning of
why th e choices g iven mus t
exist in the first place. Persons

Jan Lightfoott
Program Coordinator

Colby s Soft Spot

Inaction In The Eighties

As I write the election is underway. Were you worried?
Did you care ? The decision of
the American people will soon
become apparent. Who shall it
be.... George Bush the good ol'
ma ins t ream boy or M ik e
Dukakis that "closed mi nded

liberal?" By the time this article
is printed , you'll have answered with one or the other!
Forme the question was essentially like deciding whether or
not to a ttend a "st up id center
party ;" do you stay inside your
residence hall and be bored or
do you go to a "stup id center
party "and be bored , the deci-

OH Tnt WlLL. .,

of this nature probably voted
for so and so and will probabl y
go to such and such a party
simply because the state of the
world is such. It seems that the
humans of 1988 are very satisfied with their lives and are
unwilling to change the world
around them.

wirH n* cmk t n**&iHim% a^ i^t^ **... Jo vd senp le

Crossfire
continued from page 1
that "the first issue had to be
bold to be effective. People
noticed it and were offended
by it." Lundberg contends that
last year's paper was "bland"
and failed to generate "response," and he thinks that if
such a paper hadbeen repeated
this year, people would have
onlv "skimmed over it and
went back to the soft serve." (A
blurb in the paper states that
"soft serve ice cream machines
are not complimentary to the
female form. The more soft
serve that is enjoyed, the longer
the sweaters seem to grow").
While the goal of theThe Colby
Crossfire is to stimulate controversy, Seitzingcr believes that
it is possible to "bring up controversial issues without being
repugnant." Stephen Hord, a
"contributor" to the paper,
admitted that "we could have
dealt on a more mature, intellectual, articulate level, but it
wouldn't have been as much
fun."
Lundberg counts two ways
that people could have reacted

to Fndajr s publication. First,
"with a grain of salt.-.those who
took it this way laughed and
learned." The second group
reacted "extremely negatively." The latter,according to
Lundberg, "dwelt on 1/lOOOof
the text...missing all of the
points of the rest of the paper."
All major articles were assigned, while the rest of the
shorter articles, such as the
collaboration of blurbs titled
"Armchair Philosophy, etc.",
are "randomly put together."
Manv are ief t wi thout a bv-line,
but Lundberg said that the
reader can "assume anything
without a by-line is mine."The
staff does not boa_ t any women
writers because only men
showed up for the general
meeting at the beginning of the
year, according to Lundberg.
Assuming that The Colby
Crossfire will no longer receive
the $700.00 per 'year funds,
Lundberg and Hord likened
their publication to The Dart mouth Review, a right-wing
newspaper that is privately
funded. The costs of The Colby
Crossfire 's last publication
amounted to about$225.00,and
Hord admitted that the solicitation of new funds has already

begun, "we know people that
we can call," he stated. While
the circulation of Friday's publication was SOO, Lundberg
anticipates that there will be
more copies of the next issue.
The Colby Crossfire is not associated with the Republican
Club, as it receives its own
funds. Vice-Chairman of the
Republican Club,Peter Carpenter,sa^ d , "The Republican Club
would like to publicly disclaim
the fact that our club claimed
anything todo withit(theCrossfi re) ,(or) support for it." 'i think
it was out of line," Carpenter
commented.
The Board of Governors met
last night to determine the legitimacy of The Colby Crossfire
as a club funded by the college.
Following Joseph's opening
comments and complaints,
Lundberg rebutted, and then
the BOG convened to a closed
session. "At this point/'' stated
Seitzingcr, "the college is not
contemplating any measures"
because it is waiting the outcome of the meeting. "My sense
is that they're [Board of Governors] handling it in a very responsible manner. It is appropriate thatitisoccurringthere,"
she said.

Stu-A

continued from page 10
ceived from the College.
The Waterville community
and the surrounding areas do
not think of us as "rich brats."
They are grateful to usfor bringing this upper echelon of the
entertainment world right here
in their backyard.
When I was running an errand for UB40 the day of the
concert, I becameaware of this
fact. I went to the dry cleaners
to pick up an outfit for one of
the band members, and when I
asked the cashier for the "UB40
suit,"some of the other patrons
wanted my autograph merely
because of my distant affiliation
with the band. I truly believe
that this is not a display that
should worry us about blem-
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ishing the Colby image with
¦
our Waterville neighbors.
:
Inshort,wearenot"richbrats"
that are trying to abuse the
money that we have been allocated. Nor are we trying to
slight any other facet of Colby's
extracurricular life. We are
trying to provide entertainment
that people will enjoy and
remember. Many hours of hard
work go into the planning of a
concert and we, as students,
would not want to spend our
time and energy if we did not
think that our Colby community would not thoroughly
enjoy themselves. We do not
think that this is the case; therefore, we do plan to continue
providing entertainment of
such magnitude.
Marc Enger '89
Stu-A President

By GARY LARSON

Apathy Reigns
at Colby
by Christine Halverson
Saturday, a woman from the
New Alliance Party (NAP)
came and gave a talk at Colby.
The fact thatLenora Fulani was
on the ballot in all 50 states
should make anyone who voted
stop to wonder who she is and
what she's about. But 15people
,max., showed up; one percent
of Colby students. Are you
really that apathetic ? I assume
tha t most of you voted,but the
apparent fact that so few of you
are ac t ua lly interested in getting a more complete view of
the picture is appalling- especially given the boredom of this
election season and the tired
"lesser of t wo evils"argument.
Now tha t if s over, you probably don't care anyways ;but did
you know that the election
board only publishes the results of the Republican and
Democratic parties ? This is an
example given by Mary Fridley,
Saturday's spea k er ,of t h e way
"third parties"are cheated. Tlie
g enera l l a ck of i nterest here a t
Colby illustra tes it as . well.
Ano therglaring exa mple of this
were the "mock elections "held
atColby. They were small scale
examples of th e repress ion of
anything other than the two

accepted parties, although
perhaps more blatant. Bush
and Dukakis were given as the
only choices. When we complained, we were told that the
others "didn't matter"! Fine,
we could have written in, but
that the names of the other two
candidates (Ron Paul and L.
Fulani) were not included
shows the close-mindednessof
those who made the ballots the Democrats and the Republicans - so where'd our "freedom of choice" go?
But I am hot a member of the
NAP, and it is not them that I
am promoting here. Rather,
I' m thinking of the apathy,lack
of interest,and narrow mindedness of the Colby communit y
in general.
Students (and faculty) should
be open-minded and interested ,
right? Isn 't coll ege supposed
to be the breeding ground of
new ideas? But here at Colby,
apath yreigns. One would think
that this community would be
more recep tive to more open
ways of thinking. Open your
minds and think - we're bei ng
led like sheep to the polls - don't
j us t do whatyou 're told !Don't
just take what's f ed t o you by a
spoon !.'...
You are right to an extent; I
organized the speech^ and that's
why I' m pissed off. But it's not

only that; it's the sadness (with
a faint trace of nausea) that I
feel when I realize that a talk
about someone that was on all
of our ballots doesn't concern
most of the Colby community.
Posters were up Friday
morn ing(when were they
ripped down?). The talk was
advertised sinee Wednesday in
Mooseprints. It was plugged
on the radio and pro f s were
told about it. Yet only 15peop le
showed up.
Even for t hose who were sure
of whom they'd vote for, did it
not interest you that other
peop le were on the ba llot
(which shows that they must
represen t a large number of
unsatisfied people)? And for
those not content with the
choices - did you not want to
hear about another?
Aga in let me say that I' m not
plugging the NAP, but bitching a bou t apat hy and narrow
mindedness in the Colby community. You may feel that I' ve
made a lot of harsh conclusions
f rom one sma ll incident , but
t hey have been culminating,
a nd are now expressed th roug h
a particularl y d i sappo in ti ng
experience. 15 people showed
up at something that was of
majo r concern. Thanks for
coming.

"So then I says to Borg, *You know ,
as long as we're under siege, one of us
oughta moo n these Saxon dogs. '"
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By GARY LARSON

'He/, Bob ... did I scare you or what? "

W

love & helados,Julie Colby Women's Ruggers- Face
,
some
seriously
it guys we're
tough broads. Congratulations CCR,Mim and KC: Hope you
on a terrific season! We've got and your hoola hoops are
happy and having fun. Miss
to keep on partying together.
you tons! ECP
BC- 1hope you're not writing
B-Ihopeyouhaven'tbeenblack
that on the door.
holinganythingtoo important,
-SS
like naps. Yes, this is queer- so
Tricia, you took us to new shoot me!
Heights of weekend good
times. You sure know how to
K.T.-Do apeshave feelings?At
treatyour parents.
least they don't get sad when
Mom & Dad B.
they don't have food! "
,
A- This is new different, and
absolutely great. My head is So,Robin,MarcandIareopes???
spinning, and there's al that
PEQUOD
seafood in the fridge. So
Deadline Nov 15.
happy...
That is this Tues.
-D
Deadline Nov. 15.
Poetry, Fiction, Art.
Erika- Too bad you're destined
Submit to Reserve Desk in
for a bison-herder. You know
Miller and Bixler Library.
what bad taste they have in
Submit. Submit.
rings!

J___

Jenn, There's a hole in the bottom of the sea.
Love, Hayden

_ __ _ ___ _— —— —_ —— — —
Starsky...

CI wish you could hear me
The voices in my mind
They call out for you
I wish you could hear me __ .„... . _
I think of your smile
My heart screams for you
I wish /ou could hear me
Your eyes seemso warm
My eyes whisper your name
I wish you could hear me
Sometimes I dream of you
I think I'm telling everything
I wish you could hear me
I imagine you holding me
I see you breathe my name
I wish I could hear you
-S

Cogan-spend the extra $20and
buy the black one.
I'm sorry, but Julie has a lizard
face- smile or no smile. Why
doesn't Starski realize this detail?
Karen, (seriously now) thanks!
Love, Nance.
MEP & M'Eire: It's definit ely
cherry pie, absolutely not
cherry wine. Lots of love, Beth
JohnI love you a Mongo-honking
lot!
-Julie
John, Julie is juggling five
guys... just kidding you're her
only honey!
Jtilie,Thought you'd get out of
this alive, huh!

Cathy babe- Thanks for listen- Tommy- if you really want to
ing. You're an excellent friend. get rid of fleas , stay away from
dogs.
Peace.
-Sandy
Hey you! Yes you. thanks you
Katherine, Now which one is made my day
B.C.
older?? I think it's time to
whistle.
Nance.
Jenn, You're GRRREAT!
Love, Nance
Fantasy dude, Hey thats a
whole lotta lovin'-Laserwriter My tarzan is swinging happil y
from a vine.
Chuck - How'syour black eye? -Jungle/
P.S. Jane is happy too.
- Flo
S- How could we be so wrong
about Mr. Naive?!! Don't
worry- I'm still contemplating.
I'm not rushing into anything!

N-Where's your hat? I thought
you said you had a hat! Did
you take it off? I've never seen
you wearing a hat? Is the bird
wearing it?
'
'
-E

Guy, Bruce and Paul: Heard
about your win all the way in
France! Keep playing well. So Nisha- which one should 1
"pursue" next? Bachelor #1,
Boopsy
Bachelor #2, or Bachelor #3?
T-Footballfields,hoodsof cars,
TothegirlsontheBowlingteam They always pick #2. And he's
Runnels hill? Well, I never!
We are Doomed! —Gertrude NOT the ugliest!
-the lower bunk
Jenn, Hope it was worth the A_a_f_a_JWlvNC^^
Ernie's back!
Swallow!
wait. I miss you lots!
Love, Hayden
Hey Sexy- I always did love Miss Firetongue:
Are you the God o' Bracelets?
RW, CM, JD- Question of the Captain Caveman.
Sex Mix III will soon be re-S
semester: Doesthe woman have
leased... how's the magical
knee caps or not?
drum stick?... do you stand on
Karen
your head when you play
DER BUMH
YOGA?... major: MEN- or ArLove,N.P.&J.P.
N- When you're looking for
chaeology like Indiana Jones...
Barbie, I'll be looking for the
Who do you think you arc- Saran Wrap much?... Snort,
Serpent...
Anyway? Hell- heh- heh- heh. snort, snort- and STUFF. •
-the campus hairdresser
Bill- 1 love the way you play Hey, look! There goes your
a.k.a. Godess O' Tunes
friend!
G.
Off.
guitar. Would you like to teach boy
a.k.a. Mrs. B
me? I'd love to learn from you
-the Skeleton
Copy Cat: Hey- Whose using
my name! If you want Chris, Skip Skiponovitch, Shave off
just ask horn- but PLEASE be the beard and be sure to soak!
I'm sorry I broke yonr dart!!
Love, Madge
original about it!!! -the real
Lazer-buddies: sorry I haven't Aphrodite
seenyou in soooo long! Mov- P.S. Flint- did you get the note Nana: 1 could have danced all
on your door after break? Have night. I miss my water through
ies& a battle next week?
the teeth buddy. Love, Lyd.
a groovy day.
-Roadkill

J

J

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Laura
Bebidadora

"_______!' -Pizza Guy
"Pizza Guy." -Girls

BITE SILLY PUTTY

Stream- Fork you.
-Sandybeach
FantasyMan
"Wouldn't you agree?
Baby you and me
Got a groovy kind of love."
I love you*
No, not groovy... happninl
Kari, I wish they all could be
California Girls! (Have lunch
with Katherine sometime)
Florida Sunshine

~"

favoritecouple? andDaveyMc:
Still drivin' you rig? Miss you
all! D.G.
Warning: Beware of the poetic
assasin!
E,
I have Casey Jones now. You
have to come over so we can
pump up the volume. Put the
needle on the record when the
drum beat goes... P.S. I'm getting the Globe, too...

J.B.- Did you ever read to page
43 in your history book?Please
don't hesitate to ask for those
favors!
Love, AC.
Jen- Were you sure to use
"couched" in your english
exam?
Karen, DER!!! BUM!!!
-your partner in boredom
Span- what's on your mind
Freakin' AB-C-D-E-...
So Jen, who will see your leopard-skins on your Birthday
Weekend Residents of 1106:
weekend? J , J , or B ?
Thank you for the ten-dollar
-K&R
bottle of wine! It made a nice
tip. Come back and visit when Sarah, The chapel hishes will
the drapes are in.
never be the same.
J.P. andN.P.
Yeurich
Raoul, I scream, you scream,
Have you seen Julie lately?
we all scream for Ice Cream.
S.PINE.S,Whodidyou say was
on top? AF or JA?
Beppi
Dave- You never told me your
last name but I found out anyway. I like the name Crowe...
Tell me later even though I
know now!
ASOH lives! (At least in
thought!) Hello Kirk and
Johnny. From your favorite
French keyboardist. Are you
guys jamming? Missing early
mornings at Down Home!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TED
LAMBRECHT!!!!!
Jenn, There's a hole in the bottom of the sea.
Love, Hayden
Aphrodite, Who are you?, why
don't you show yourself?
-Flint
I miss Mr. Marc and his scruffies!

Jump in a lake, Blake
Corn on the cob, Bob
Better not miss, Chris
"You'll only get the opportu- Let's go play, Clay
nity to surf on an empty "T" Get ready to scor, Cor
once"
You are the man, Dan
Hide in a cave, Dave
Quote of the week:
Get out of bed, Fred
"It'sDark. It'sCold. If sMaine." You're pulling my leg, Greg
Lighten your touch, Hutch
Layout Quote of the week:
Act like a snake, Jake
"You're only happy when Never say no, Joe
you're complaining about the Stay up til dawn, John
Echo."
Again and again, Ken
Where you at, Matt?
Sorry S.S.- I didn't mean to Get on your bike, Mike
makeyou feel like Marsh Brady Go turn it on, Ron
in 1974- But really- it wasn't Sting like a bee, Ski
bad- Oh well. How.about those Leam how to cook,Snook
worm things you put in your Go for a swim, Tim
hair?
Don't tell your Mom, Tom
-EC
Say your goodbyes Guys!

S,Cheer up! You're listening to
the Smiths too much. But thank
you for sharing.

CIAO all you flygirls back at
Colby - you know who you are
- this one's for you! Missin you
weirdos...Love Melly-SA-SA

Hey you hell-raisersin the Mary
Low Annex! All is well ? Aaron : Hey fer-fer! Where are your
hope your computer hasn't shoes?
been breaking down. Mike:
aaaapppfh.
how's Gobie? And Flounder?
John and Sharon: how's my

Ru-Ru is alive and well and
doingaaughty things in Rome.
Where the hell is my mail?
Love,RuSorry Ace. Nothing for you.
Quote of the week from Bri-B:
"I never,bet on any I have no
control over."
Campus Automotive
General automotive
repair/diagnosis
Used car consultations
SAAB,Volvo, Volkswagen
a specialty.
Call Erik before Arbo's
Foss 105, x 3047

So, did you cut your nails?
Hey Fantasy Man
Thewater'srunning^I'mallhot
& sweaty. What kind of soap
do you use? Caress?
GarinWe heard your new pussy
needs a litter b o x . . . ? ? ?
Scott
I LOVE YOU!
-Short Stuff
The sagaof the reluctant layout
editor continues...

Cotter 's Chat

ognition and funding for club
sports.
Cotter also discussed his disappointment and disapproval
of the published listings and
ratings of top colleges. He does
not agree with the way in which
the magazines go about ranking any of the 141 small, competitivecolleges in the country.
These "Fireside Chats" will
held at eight o'clock on every
other Wednesday of each
month. Faculty and special
guests are planned for each
evening. Everyone is welcome.

Inaction

before the election Dukakis
refused to admit what he really
is, a liberal. George Bush ridiculing the liberal tradition does
not mean the American voters
feel the same way. Dukakis'
lack of response to such attacks
seemed to concede Bush was
right before the election even
occurred. Why then? But then I
suppose getting one'sthoughts
straight after six months of
campaigning must take time!
The fact is nobody pressured
Dukakis or Bush into saying
anything decisive. We've let
ourselves sit back and be spoken at, unwilling to do what
needed to be done to make a
concerned campaign. Like the
somewhat useless suggestions
to grin and bear it at "Stupid
Center parties"in the Echo two
weeks ago, supporting the
present system of candidate
selection seems useless. Why
not try something new?!!

continued from page 2
dent asked the president,"As a
freshman here at Colby, what
can I expect in terms of change
in the next three and a half
years?" Cotter expects a lot
more minority students, the
Bixler Art and Music Center
expansion, an increase in endowed chairs, new soccer
fields,which the president recognized as "a disgrace to the
school," an expansion to the
training room, and more rec-

continued from page 11
Just think,if there wereenough
students at Colby unsatisfied
with the never ending onslought of enjoyable "Stupid
Center parties" who were willing to take action, the possibilities for a new and improved
social scene at Colby would be
tremendous. The same goes for
a presidential campaign; the
presence of this years rather
unsatisfactory candidates can
only be blamed on our own
inaction. As a CBS/New York
Times Poll put it, almost half of
America'svoters werenot fully
satisfied with the Presidential
choice offered to them. The
method for solving these dull
elections is to work towards
supporting a real election with
real issues. Did either Bush or
Dukakis say anything bold,
new or assertive. Until a week
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^"BE A PART OF IT. . . TEACH" ^
We seek individuals with stron g academi c
re f erences , extracurri cular activities and
enthusiasm for workin g with young peo ple.
!ES counsels and refers beginning an d experienced teachers and administrators fo r
900 independent schools nationwi de.
CERTI FICATION IS NOT REQUIRED.
FOR AN APPLICATION CALL OR WRITE;
I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

. NllM' .Ml . M till I ((Ml . _| SIMM ' I.

INDEPENDENT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
20 Nassau St. Pri nceton , NJ 08542
1-800-257-5102 o r ( 6 0 9 ) 9 2 1 - 6 1 9 5

THERE
IS NO FEE
>
An IES rec ruiter will be on your campus Nov. 14-15 , contact
you r career placement office to schedul e an Int erv iew .

Field Hockey

continued from page 20
CACis nota schedulingleague.
I try every year to set up games
with Williams,Amherst, Conn
College and Trinity. Here it
becomes a logistical matter,
they don't want to make the
trip this far for one game."
Bontempi added, "I know
there are plans to try to get a 14
game season in the future,.but
for now,the southern NESCAC
schools are unwilling to make
itaroadtripandplay two Maine
schools on consecutive days.
Wedo thatkind ofathingtwice
a season and they never travel
more than two hours to play
any of their games."
Considering that Colby has
stated that theywould Willingly
travel the distance if the favor
was returned next season, all
signs point to the Lady Mules
as victims of circumstance.
When A.D. Whitmore was
asked what he could do to better Colby's chances in this increasingly bureacratic issue,he
was somewhat elusive in replying, "We've had this kind of

problem in other sports as.well
and we're dealing with it more
on an Athletic Director's level
now.
Despite their misfortune in the
NESCACnumbersgame,coach
Pluck insists that there was a
calm confidence aboutthisteam
in its own ability: "They knew
they were good and that
seemed to drive them. They
were extremely creative and
tight as a group. We got superb
leadershipfrom our tri-captains '•
Emily Davis, Elizabeth LeRoy
and Lisa Bontempi."
Striker Jodie Brown led the
sconng attack throughout the
season as she tallied nine goals
and set a Colby record in her
position with 84 tackles.
It is this writer's opinion that
inNESCAC's efforts to balance
sports and academics, they
have gone too far and stifled an
essential part of the competitive spirit. Until NESCAC and
Colby get their relationship;
strai ghtened out and start letting the athletes play ball, the
Colby women have every reason to be proud of a memorable
season.
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Hade of the finest
brass handcrafted in Maine.
Factory direct .
y - 2cd 's available. Call
,-.. .
(207)873-1043
or write : P.O. Box 603
Waterville, Maine 04901
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World
:
101
Operation Enterprise
Spend four weeks In Rorlda this January with
top executives and successful loaders sharin g
their knowledge and experience. Hone skills
while earning academic credit.
This January term program will be held at
Eckerd College in St. Petersbur g, Rorlda
January 4 - 27, 1980. Call us at (315)824-2000
for moro details.
Operation Enterprise
American Management Association
fax 88, Hamilton, MY 13348
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continued from page 18
Brian
Cooley ,
Eric
Aulenback, and Jon Bartlett
has continued to pound out
yardage as their Colby
counterparts, the White Mule
defense, has come up with big
plays of late, including Mike
Eisenstadt's
sack
of
Middlebury quarterback Tim
pstebo to end last week's
game. The Mules are
extremely sound versus both
the run and pass.

It has been a long time since
the Mules were in the
position they will be in on
Saturday. The reflective
words of Ayers illustrate the
feeling that the six seniors
will have when they take
the field lor the final time
this Saturday: "I think back
on freshman year and we had
such a big group [of freshmen],
but now after three years,
there are only six guys left.
Peop le left for different
reasons-same got hurt, some
quit, others left school.
"It's just nice to finally see
these guys smiling at the end
of a game because I know

what they've been through.
To go out winning the CBB
and with a .500 record after
winning only one game in the
first three years would be a
great way to end up four years
of frustration. ..after twenty
five years, you'll remember
the losses but you'll also
remember helping turn the
program around."
Ayers went on to add that
feelings like his heavily
relied on a White Mule
victory
this Saturday.
Acknowledging that with a
nod and a look of hardened
determination, he added, "I
don't plan on losing."

Soccer Field

con tinued f rom page 20

William R. Cotter was able to
offer a somewhat more specific
response, claiming that two
separate plans arein the works,
one Of which will eventually be
implemented.
The first of these proposals
involves a refurbishment of the
current field (i.e. removing the
rocks, improving the drainage
system). This plan was approved last summer by the
trustees as "top priority," but
again funding is an issue. "We
can't raise money until we're
sure what we're raising it for,"
said Cotter. If this were to be
the course of action taken, it
will be addressed within the
next two and a half years,
meaning that current freshman
would not see the final results
until their senior seasons.
The second plan proposed,
introduced in October, is to
build an all-weather field for
soccer, lacrosse, and field
hockey.. The field would consist of some kind of artificial
surface. If this plan is adopted,
Cotter is not sure how long it
would take before any concrete
action would be taken.
Perhaps no one feel sstronger
about this issue than the players themselves.Colby athletes,
especially soccer players, certainly deserve better. Soccer
players pay just as much to
attend Colby as any other athlete, yet-have-to deal with a

lower quality facility than any
other varsity team on campus.
This seems especially unfair
when considering the relatively
high success rate of both the
men's and women's programs
throughout the years. "The
soccer teams do their best to
represent the school in the best
way possible," said women's
co-captain senior Jean Moriarty,
"yet we have the lousiest field
in Division Hl.-.it's embarrassing." Moriarty went on to add
that "Colby is supposed to be
such a high quality school, yet
Thomas College down the road
has a much nicer field."
Obviously^ this problem must
beaddressed sometime within
the immediatefuture. It is neither fair to player nor fan to be
denied of a home sporting
event, no matter what the reason. "Playing those last two
games on the road was hard,
but the team responded well"
stated senior Lyle Muir, men's
tri-captain, "and it might have
been harder if the team had no t
played so well".
Not only are players affected
by this situation,but so are those
faithful membersof the Colby
community who brave the rain
and coid-to support our teams.
"I came down to watch the U.
Maine game last week, and
found myself alone and knee
deep in mud" said avid soccer
fan Dave Strecker. "I hope the
proper authorities , will take
appropriate action to remedy
this unfortunate situation ".

Sop homore linebacker Brian Doherty (56) helped trip up Middlebury and keep the
Mules on course for a .500 season.
¦
photo by Robyn Glaser
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Reilly s Ramblings
by M ark Reilly

Dan Valeri, Paul Deutch, Guy

This Saturday will mark a big
day for Colby sports.TheWhite
Mu le f ootball team will travel
to Bowdoin with a chance to
become the first football team
with a winning record since
1979. The White Mules are carrying a two game winning
streak and a lot of momentum
after Saturday's come from
behind victory at Middlebury.
A win in Brunswick on Saturday would be a perfect end to a
very exciting season. One in
which this young, talented,
team "learned how to win."
It was nice to see so many
people listening to the game on
WMHB last Saturday. Maybe
Colby students are finally willing to support the team. Hopef ully, this support and school
spirit will carry the majority of
students down to Bowdoin this
Saturday. Hearing a lot of
cheers as they walk onto the
field will provide a big lift for
the team.
For six seniors, Andy Ayers,

Pr escott, Francis Hodsoll, and

Chip Kispert, Saturday will
mark the end of their careers.It
is great to see them with a
chance to go out on a winning
note. With all the hard work
that these six put into their first
three years there was a lot of
frustration. It would have been
easy to walk away from it all,
yet they continued to play and
work even harder -determined
to change their fortune. When
determination and hard work
finally pay off, it makes one
think there is indeed justice.
Finally,a predictionfor Saturday. There are a lot of parties
planned for this weekend due
to Octoberfest (In November?!!!), well there will be one
other thing to celebrate, a .500
record and a C.B.B. championship. The final: Colby 14 Bowdoin 6, how about a party in
Robertsso we can all hear them
ringing the bell?...
The two blackouts in the past
week were interesting. It got
me thinking about what would

These loyal fans made a six hour road trip to c}ieerthe Mules on to victory over Middlebury. The ride to
Bowdoin is onl y one hour and the bus ride from the student center Saturday morning at 11:30 is free.
happen if there was one during
a basketball game. Would
peoplestart calling Wadsworth
gymnasiun the Boston Garden
of the North?The way thehome
court advantage seems to help
so much in both those places,
maybe that statement is accu-

photo by Robyn Closer
_____
rate. I just hope Colby basket- these expansionites as wins.
ball looks better on their first The popular feeling is that
road game . than the Celtics Philadelphia's record for fewdid...
est wins (9) in a season is in
With the two N.B.A. expan- jeopardy. All I'll say is that the
sion teams, Miami and Char- Colby men's basketball team
lotte, many other teams are will win moregamesthan those
chalking up games against two teams combined.

football

Defensive tackle Mike Eisenstait (far left) and his fam ily listen to Sportsrap every Sunday. Won 't you
join them ? Sundays fro m 10-1 2 on WMHB 90.5 FM

Colby vs . Bow doin
For the CBB
Cham pionshi p

It doesn 't get any better than this.
- Tune in to Bria n Battin g and
Larry Rocca for all the act ion when
this epic rivalr y is continued
Saturday at 12:45 on WMHB 90.5 FM

continued from page 20
defensive tackle/ went out on
a limb: "We'll score a shutout
and hold them to under six
first downs."
While those are lofty goals
and maybe a bit unrealistic,
if the Mules continue the
inspired defensive play that
they exhibited in the second
half of the Middlebury game,
When they shut the Panthers
out, they should fare quite
well. "You'll see a lot of gang
tackling," promised Olson,
"and a lot of people flying
around."
Defensive coordinator Scott
Laughinghou 'se cited an
increase in "intensity" as the
reason why the Mules were
able to blank Middlebury
after allowing 18 first half
points, and anticipates a
strong effort from the White
Mule defense this Saturd ay;
"I'd be surprised if we can't
drive forty five minutes down
the road to play our arch
rivals and stay intense."
Junior offensive tackle Jeff
Phelps is another in a long
line of confident Mules who
expect good things this
Saturday: "Nobody gets too
excited anymore. Before, we
used to get over excited. We
have more of an even tempo
now."
Phelps went on to add that
he is looking f orwar d to
battling tlie stingy Bowdoin
defense (tops in NESCAC
with only 15.3 points pet
game allowed) and wants "to
run the ball straight ahead .
We play best when we just
come off the ball."

Phelps and his offensive
linemates have played
extremely well lately.
Against Middlebury, junior
quarterback Chris White was
sacked only once and the
running game gained more
than 150 yards.
In fact, the whole team has
been playing together in the
last coup le weeks. White,
rated second in NESCAC,
threw for 208 yards and a
touchdown last week while
junior flanker Joe Vecchi
caught seven balls for 101
yards to garnish an ECAC
Honor Roll selection. White
sees the key to Saturday, as
playing the "way we have
the last couple weeks." The
only thing that he felt
should be different this
Saturday is an increase in
points from his offense: "We
can't rely on the defense like
we did at Middlebury." The
Mules only scored once in the
second half at Middlebury,
but it came when they needed
it most. White led the team
on an 80 yard drive that
culminated
in
Eric
Aulenback' s
1 yard
touchdown run with :14 on the
game clock. The run was
preceded by Vecchi's "catch
of the century"(see Athlete of
the Week on pg 19).
Vecchi has a NESCAC
high 20.4 yards a catch and
need s on ly 70 yards at
Bowdoin to break the single
season record f or recept i on
mileage set in 1971 by David
Lane. Vecchi is also ranked
2nd nationall y for kickoff
returns.
The ground attack featuring
continued on page 17

Attention Must Be Paid
by John Mullen

was enough interest in their
sport to actually spend, or in
Are you a varsity level athlete Colby vocab: "appropriate,"
but wary of team selection money on them. In response to
politics? Are you looking for the mushrooming interest in
intense athletic competition on non-varsity athletics, in 1985
-the inter-collegiate level with- the student activities office
out worried varsity coaches drew up a synopsis for forming
breathing down your neck? Do a club. The usual bureaucratic
you want to defeat Bates and jargon stated that clubs will be
Bowdoin and many other nose- supported only "on a year to
sniffling schools and have fun year basis;"and,if interest in a
doingit? Then join one or more sport declines, funding will be
of the seven club sport teams appropriated elsewhere.
competing this year: crew
Most of the teams started in
(rowing), sailing, volleyball
^ the past have succeeded in spite
water polo, bicycling, rugby,- of the year-to-year financi ng
and the woodsmen (women) plan. Although winning recteams. Competition on the club ords and high student particilevel is exciting and provides pation attest to the growth of
the right balance between dis- club sports, the lack of money
cipline and having a good time. has driven the crew team to
According to Roy Dow, petition the Director of AthletColby/ sclubleveloTganizer,the ics for varsity status. Lef s face
-seven clubs attract many com- it: most of the money earpetitors, male and female. He marked for athletics on this
believes the success of club campus is deposited directly
sports rests on student partici- into varsity budgets, usually
pation and the improved qual- men'sbudgets. Club teamsexist
ity of coaching during the past on skeleton budgets and manfew years. "I am here to facili- age to compete without great
tate," Mr. Dow said in recent financial help.
interview. "And see that the
Club teams are in a bind. The
club teams receive good coach- teams need money to upgrade
ing."
equipment, but they run the
Each team was founded by risk of losing student input. If a
student initiative. Students had team is approved for varsity
to prove to Colby that there status, the school usually hires

Sports
Shorts

outside coaches to run the team.
The head coach and his assistants run the team their way.
Student leadership is compromised.
by Billy Goodman
The.ideal, of course, is to receivea varsitylevelstipend and
to combine student leadershi p
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
and outside coaching. Just think
In Albany, N.Y. the Lady "Rocket" Mules took fourth place out
of the possibilities of dividing of a competetive 33 team race. The Mules had 190 points,placing
the price-tag of the trip to behind arch nemesis Bates(186), Ithaca(59), and the school voted
Hamilton, a 37-14 football loss, "Most Likely to'be an Ivy League School by 1990 if we can onl
y
into seven coed athletic club dream-up a better name," Cortland State(52).
Jill Volweiller was
funds. Instead of chartering the top harrier, lacing 14th overall and 1st for Colby. The
p
planes to Clinton, why doesn't women's team heads to Massachusets this Saturday, NovemColby spend their money more
ber^, for the New England Championship Qualifier.
efficiently ?
Why not spread the athletic
MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
funds around to cover the exCoach Jim Wescott felt it would not be beneficial to his team if
penses of menand women club
they
drove all the way to Albany, N.Y. to run in last weekends
teams? Rugby, rowing, sailing,
bicycling, etc.,every team could ECAC championship. He said, "We're going to put all our eggs
use the money to improve their into one basket and really concentrate on the New England's."
equipment and,indirectly their Wescott hopes that those eggs will roll to victory on Saturday,November 12,when they head to South Eastern Massachusetts Uniperformances.
After all, there are no varsity versity for the New England Championships Qualifier.
teams on this campus that proBUSY SEASON
duce a profit for the school.
This is not the aim of Colby Winter sport tryouts have come and gone. Before that, one fifth
athletics. Whereas the Penn of the campus passed in and out of the fieldhouse trainer's room
State football team's revenues for physical examinations. With preseason winter sport rosters
support their other 25 varsity set at 331, according to trainer Tim Adams, that is how many
sports, every Colby team loses people had to get physicals...To fill the void created by the
money. So, why not spend the departure of coach Robby MacDonald, Wally Lutkus will head
athletic budget on an equal the swim team this year...Men's Basketball, which may be the
basis, divided evenly between most promising of this winter's sports teams, has added only
men and women teams, var- three new players and has begun preparing for their November
25, matchup at #5 in the nation Bridgewater of Virginia.
sity and non-varsity?

Rugged Ruggers Victorious

by Mike Schwartz
This weekend both the A
rugby squad and the B rugby
squad left Colbyfor a three team
tournarnentinMiddlebury.The
par ticipants were Colby, Middlebury, and Bates, who had
already beaten Colby at Bates
once this year.
At the start of the tournament Middlebury decided to
try and attack Colby f irst, taking advantage of the six hour
journey the Ruggers made the
previous night and allowing
themselvesabreakwhenColby
played Bates next. However,
this was fa tal to the Panthers
for while pressing in the Colby
end JR Weaver La-Mountain
got hold of the ball, broke
through two tackles, and outran the entire backline of Middlebury over the course of 70
metersbeforeslammingtheball
down for the games only tri.
Brian Lee finished off the score
with a two point extra kick.
Middlebury tried to catch up
throughout the game but was

denied by the experienced
Colby Scrum, consisting of
seniors Marc Rando, Dave Fernandez, Bill Thayer, John
MacBride, and Andy Schmidt.
When the final whistle blew
the score was Colby 6, Middlebury 0.
Next the Middlebury B'stried
to take it to Colby, yet this was
to no avail, for after a scoreless
first half,ChrisRussellreceived

a pass from scrumrner Andrew
"Dewey"Doolittle to convert

the game winning score. Colby
was not done yet. Will Spiess
(who played in all four games
of the day) kicked for points on
a Middlebury penalty to give
Colby a 7-0 win.
After the Middlebury massacre it was time for Bates.
Many unwise Middlebury and
Bates fans thought that Bates
was sure to win,having already
done soearly in theseason,and
knowing Colbywasworn from
the previousgame.Yet,as soon
as the opening kick was taken,
somedoubt wasplaced in their
minds. The White Mules
fiercely attacked the Wildcats

of Bates and exploded onto
every loose ball. Bates was
forced deep in their end and
after a loose ball, freshman
Wr i ght Dickinson, broke
through two pursuers and
pounced on the ball in the Bates
tri-zone for the first score of the
game. The intensity did not let
down at all and when Bates
pressed deep in th e Colby end
JR Weaver La-Mountain did it
once again, breaking through
Bates tackles and completely
faked out tw«r backs for an 80
meter run and once again he
dramatically slammed the ball
into the enemy tri-zone. This
time it was the experience of
the backfield which held off
Bates with seniors Andy Simmons, Erik Whiteford,Jay Stabile, and Will Spiess. The final
scorewasColby8,Middlebury
0. It was the third Colby shutout of the day.
Thenext game was Colby B's
against Bates.With thearrangement of the tournament being
the winners of the A tournament played the winnersof the
B tournament there was extra

incentive for Colby to win and shutout of the day for Colby
spoil the Middlebury tourna- and the sweeping of the tourment. However, the effects of nament.
the earlier game was apparent
The Colby teams showed
for Bates held off any Colby Saturday what coach Wally
attack and pressed a few times. Lutkus had seen in them all
The score was 0-0 at the end of along: it just took his knowlthe half. The second half edge of the game and great
changed things and late in the Coaching to develop this team
gameCharlie Donaldsonbroke into what could be the force of
through a line to score was the union next season.It is with
turned out to be the tourna- him only that the team could
ment winning tri.Bates tried to strive to reach the pinnacle of
ruin the day for Colby but no the season with' four shutouts
such luck, it was the four th against two good teams.

Athletes
Of The Week

Jill Vollweiler

Senior cross country runner Jill Vollweiler ran to a strong 14th
place finish overall and first for Colby last week in Albany, N.Y.
at the ECAC finals.

Joe Vecchi

v.

Jun ior flanker JoeVecchimade "The catch heard 'round Middle
bury."It was the one key play in Colby's last second win that will^
stick out in the mind's of most people.
Quarterback Chris White said he "threw a bad ball, a wounded
duck, it was behind him. It was the most unbelievable catch that
I have ever seen/' It rendered WMHB broadcasters Brian Batting
and Larry Rocca almost incoherent.
With the score 18-14 in favor Middlebury, the "grab"- a diving,
twisting effort that resembled the moves of an Olympic gymnast
and . culminated in an impossible left handed snag-covered 22
yards and put the Mules on the Panther goal line with 16 ticks left
on the game clock. One play later, the game was over,and Colby,
had won on the road for the first time since 1984, a span of 14
games.

Mules Primed To
Be CBB Champ s

by Lawrenc e Ro cca

¦
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Chris Brown (48) , Todd Verhoeven, Mitch Rogers (20) , and Scott
Stanwood (21) , celebrate their 20-18 win after thwarting Middlebury
in an impressive second half defensive effort.
p hoto by Robyn Closer

The Colby f oot ba ll team
has come a long way this
year. Saturday they hope to
f inall y arrive. That is when
the Mules(3-4) travel to
Bowdoin(2-4-l) with the
CBB championship on the
line. Colby last won the CBB
in 1983 and has not beaten
Bowdoin since. They will try
to put the finishing touches
on the first .500 season for a
White Mule squad since the
1979 version was 5-3.
Also on the line Saturday is
a two game winning streak.
The last time Colby won
three games in a row was in
1972 when they rattled off
six in succession. Is the team
ready to pass the ultimate
test? "We 've matured
incredibly, said senior cocaptain Dan Valeri, "We've
had a lot of confidence all

Soccer Field Swamped With Problems
by Dave Weissman
Uneven.Rocky. Deteriorating.
Dangerous. MUDDY. AH of
these are adjectiveswhich have
been used in describing Loebs
Field, home of the Colby Men's
and Women's soccer teams.
Obviously a sub-par facility,the
question of improving this situation has become a top priority
issue on campus,and has raised
questions about fairness within
Colby athletics.
Although the inadequacy of
the field has been no secret to
both Colbyathletesand coaches
alike, the situation has only
recen tly merited immediate
attention. A controvers y arose
when the last several games of
the season, scheduled to be
played here at Colby,had to be
played at different sites because
of the unplayable condition of
Loebs, denying both the team
and fans two home games.
The situation arose on October 22, when a game which
"should not have been played"
because of advers e wea ther
conditions , accord ing to Men 's
coach Mark Serdjenian , was
played anyway. The result was
a 4 - 0 loss to Bowdoin, and

more significantl y, a beaten up,
mudd y, swamp of a field.
As a result , the men's home
game scheduled for October 26
vs. U Maine was forced to be
played away, and the men's
and women'sgames scheduled
for parent' s weekend had to be
held on a local Waterville field.
Serdjenian stressed that playing the games elsewhere was
"not done for dramatic effect" .
The basic problem with the
field is that it does not have an
adequate drainage system,
(That is what causes the field to
resemble the Florida Everglades af ter a rainstorm ).
Ground s forem a n Ke it h
Stockford verified the inadequacy of the dra in syst em:
"t here is a lack of proper
draiirtage...and something must
be done".
Ot her prob lems which have
beet\ci.ed are that the field is
uneven , and that there are a lot
of rocks,especially on the practice field. This poses a potential
danger for players, and makes
Stockf ord "afraid for the safety
of the athletes. "
These problems are nothing
new, bu t are par t of a "deteriora ting process," accord ing t o

Serdjenian,who has coached at
Colby for 13years. Before that,
Serdjenian played for Colby.
He stressed the need for immediate action in saying that "10
years ago we hosted the ECAC
Tournament, and there is no
way we could host one now."
Serdjenian further summed up
the situation in stating "we're
not try ing to go from satisfactory to fantastic , we would just
like the field to be adequate. "
Although everyone questioned agreed that there is definitely a need to upgrade , the
question of exactly when and
what will be done is not quite
so clear. A ccord i ng t o
Stockford , "definitel y something will be done for next
year ,"bu t he was not sure wha t
that something would entail ,
and said that a study would
have to be done.
Director of Athletics Dick
Whitmore maintained that
upgrading the field "is a top
priority with the trustees ...but
the actual process is complicated," and cited t he biggest
problem to.be funding.
When questioned about the
issue, Presiden t of the college
continued on page 17

year and we're not scared to
win anymore."
No, the Mules are not
scared to win anymore. Take
f or ex amp le th eir dramatic
come from behind victories
ove'r Tufts( 34-33) and
Middlebury(20-18) and their
19-3 lambasting of Bates. The
Mules are no longer scared to
win and simply, they cannot
afford to be. For the first time
in probably four years, Colby
is favored in a game.
Bates head coach Web
Harrison, whose unit has lost
to both Colby and Bowdoin
this year, said earlier this
week that "Colb y has a
better offense than Bowdoin,"
and if the Mules can "shut
down " the P olar B ears '
quarterback Ryan Stafford,
who has thrown for more
yards than any other
NESCAC passer, they should
win.

Colby coach Tom Austin,
not one to take stock in odds or
predictions, said only that he
wants his team to get read y
for Saturday. The players are
responding. Junior strong
safety Jay Olson essentially
agrees with • Harrison 's
assessment: "It's going to take*
another good [defensive] ,
effort to shut down Stafford.
He's a good one and it is his
last game."
Stafford is a senior and no
doubt wants to end his career with a CBB crown by beating
Colby in front of his home
crowd. For Colby's six seniors,
Valeri, And y Ayers, Guy
Prescott, P aul Deut ch, Francis
Hodsoll, and Chi p Kispert,
the incentive is even greater.
They will be playing. the
last downs of their careers as
well and have never beaten
Bowdoin.
Hodsoll , a
continued on page 18

Bittersweet Season
For Field Hockey

by Seth Wheele *

Colby field hockey 1988, a
team that coach Debbie Pluck
claimshad more talent thanan y
of her teams at Colby, finished
the year with an impressive 8^2
mark. The Lady Mules
outscored their opponents21-7
and finished the season with
five consecutive shutouts. Goal
keeper Lisa Bontempi ended
her career in the nets by establishing school records in both
shutoutsand goalsallowed per
season.
This same t eam looks to place
at least three starters on the AllState team while Bontem pi is a
favorite for All-New England.
ConsiderthefactthatBontempi
is the only gradua ting senior
on the team, and you come up
with a very t alen ted squad tha t
was pr imed for post season
play. Remarkabl y, the Colby
women are pack ing the st icks
away because no ber th was to
be t heir 's.
'Thi s was a tournament quality team," says coach Pluck.
"If s just so disappointing that
they won't get a chance to final-

ize it and show how good they
are." What went wrong? According to Pluck and A.D. Dick
Whitmore , the problem lies
with NESCAC.
Colby's membership in the
NESCAC league is contingent k
on their following the estab- :
lished limitations for league
play. Most importantl y for
Colby, they cannot play more
than a 12 game season, including any post season play.
This is fine if Colby plays a
predominantl y NESCAC
sehedule,whcr et eamsar eplaying by the same regulations.
However , there is no NESCAC
fieldhockey tournament. Furt hermore , in a ten game season,
Colby plays only three NESCAC teams: Bates, Bowdo in
and Tufts. This leaves the
hapless Mules vying for ber ths
in the NAI AC or ECAC tournaments with some high powered teams. Quite simply,
Colby heeds t o play, and bea t,
,
more NESCAC teams.
Sounds simple, somet hing t o
be scheduled in next year. Not
so, says Debbie Pluck : "NES- "
continued on page 14

